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FOREWORD 

This sunmary document is the first of six volumes that present the vork 

conflated by the Spacecraft Division of the Aerojet-General Corporation on the 

"Research Study to Determine Propulsion Requirements and Systems for Space 

Missions".   This study, initiated on 1 February 1961 for the National Aeronautics 

end Space Administration, under Contract HAS 5-915, has two major objectives: 

first, establishment of the general propulsion requirements which are anticipated 

for future space missions, including earth-orbital, lunar, and Interplanetary 
operations; and, second, optimization of system parameters and characterization 
of space-propulsion systems for several specific space missions.   Technical 
efforts on the study were completed on 51 October 1961. 
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i. vmommas 

This volume suanarlns tb« material presented in detail in Vols. Ila, lib, 

III, IVa, and IVb. 

The research study was organised in two phases. Phase I covered mission 

analysis, system concepts, and mission/system classification. 

The work completed during Phase II of the study consists primarily of (a) 

evaluation of propulsion requirements and criteria; (h) selection and evaluation 

of alternate propulsion-system concepts; and (c) specification of selected 

integrated conceptual system design for each of four space missions which were 

specified for further study by NASA at the ecnpletlon of Phase I. The four space 

missions include: (J.) manned circumlunar missions, (2) manned lunar orbiting and 

return missions, (3) manned lunar landing and return missions, and (If) an unmanned 

2^-hr satellite mission. Injected spacecraft weights consistent with the capabil- 

ities of the Nova, Saturn C-J, Saturn C-2, and Centaur vehicles were considered. 

The evaluation of propulsion requiranents and criteria consisted primarily 

of reference to and extension of the generalised maneuver requirements as estab- 

lished in Phase I. This extension included: (a) selection and verification of 

appropriate three-dimensional nominal trajectories for each lunar mission; (b) 

verification of the propulsion requirements for trajectory corrections; and (c) 

further analysis of requirements and criteria for the specific maneuvers at the 

moon and for the 2^-hr satellite operation. 

The selection and evaluation of alternate propulsion concepts Involved 

establishing a series of basic alternate propulsion-system concepts through the 

combination of available propulsion-system characteristics for the specified 

maneuver requirements. The alternate Integrated systems were evaluated primarily 

on the basis of performance, with secondary consideration, including reliability, 

operational characteristics, and system flexibility. 

The final part of the study consisted in detailed specification of the 

systems reccanended for each mission. The accuracy of the performance and weight 

calculations vas increased by a review of configuration and structure requirements. 

Optimizations were carried out and presented for the major prppulslon-system 

parameters, and the operational sequence and the utilisation of specified 
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I Introduction (cent.) 

propulsion Bystems for the required maneuver vas outlined. Tabular specification 

of system parameters and characteristics of the selected system is included. 

II.   MISSION ANALYSIS 

Hie following categories of space missions and maneuvers are considered 

representative of the various space activities which are currently being under- 

taken, or will be initiated, In the foreseeable future: (a) orbital corrections, 

(b) orbital rendezvous, (c) lunar and Interplanetary trajectory corrections, 

(d) lunar and planetary orbiting maneuvers, and (e) lunar and planetary landings 

and takeoffs. 

Throughout the study the effort was made to obtain generalized coverage, 

rather than to consider specific applications, thus providing a comprehensive 

analysis of the possible variations and ramifications of the specified missions 

and maneuvers. The example considered in Appendix III-M, Voluae III dauoustrates 

the versatility available a;j a result of Vds  approach. 

Specific payloads and vehicle sizes were considered only in developing 

representative system characteristics for the mission/system classifications. 

Most parameters were presented on the basis of per-unlt-initial-mass, in order to 

allow direct scaling of the results with vehicle gross weight. The analyses of 

orbital maneuvers were generally based on impulsive thrusting assumptions. A 

simplified non-optlmun trajectory model was then used to establish upper limits 

on the effects of finite burning time. This model predicted excessive velocity 

penalties for seme cases, and a more accurate finite-thrust orbit analysis was also 

considered. However, the simplified model was useful In guaranteeing the feasi- 

bility of straightforward, orbital-maneuver trajectories with only nominal 

finite-thrust penalties for many cases of interest. 

The characteristics which were evaluated as basic mission-related propul- 

sion requirements Included: (a) ideal velocity-increment requirements, (b) de- 

sirable initial thrust to mass ratios, (c) required total Impulse accuracy, (d) 

required thrust variability, (e) restart requirements, (f) thrust vector control 

characteristics, and (g) storablllty requirements. 

I Page 2 
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II Mission Analysis (cont.) 

The ideal velocity requirements are established directly fron the nature 

and characteristics of the maneuver, while the required total-impulse accuracy 

is normally determined by the accuracy with which the maneuver must be ccmpleted. 

The desirable initial thrust-to-mass ratios were established from considerations 

including: (a) maximum acceleration tolerance of payload, (b) required cutoff 

Impulse accuracy, (c) Increase of propulsion system weight with thrust, (d) 

variations In AV requirement with thrust level, such as those due to gravity 

and drag losses, (e) effects of maneuver duration on guidance ccmplexlty, as for 

orbital maneuvers, and (f) effects of accelercmeter bias errors on monitoring 

accuracy for the maneuver. The requirements for thrust variability, restart, 

thrust-vector control, and storabllity were established directly from the 

characteristics of the maneuvers. 

A.   ORBITAL CCRRBCTIOHS 

In determining the propulsion requirements for orbital corrections, 

most of the orbital maneuvers which it might be desirable to accomplish have 

been considered. These include: (l) control of orbital perturbation Including 

atmospheric drag, earth oblateness effects, solar pressure and solar and plane- 

tary gravitational effects, (2) control of orbit eccentricity, (J) orbital plane 

changes, (k)  orbital altitude variation and control, (5) orbital epoch changes, 

and (6) correction of injection errors. 

1. Control of Orbital Perturbations 

Atmospheric Drag a« 

The most significant disturbance from the standpoint 

of absorption of orbital energy confronts a satellite that must pass over the 

earth at low altitudes. Observation and communication satellites, which may 

be required to pass within less than 200 n.mi. of the earth's surface, will 

become subject to significant and persistent aerodynamic-drag forces. The 

analysis of propulsion requirements to overcome atmospheric drag was concen- 

trated on the range of practical orbits for observation and communication 

satellites. Circular orbits with altitudes as low as 60 n.mi. and elliptical 

orbits with perigee altitude of 100 n.mi. have been examined. Right-circular, 

aluminum-surfaced, cylindrical and spherical satellites were considered. 
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II Mlflslon Analysis, A (coot*) 

The work of Sänger; TSien and Shamberg «as utilised In 

determining propulsion requirements necessary to counteract the effects of 

aerodynamic drag. It was determined that the total impulse required from a 

propulsion system is the product of the drag force and the duration of Its 

action. The propulsion requirements to overcome atmospheric drag vere sunuarised 

as follows: 

Thrust levels will range from small fractions of a 

pound; for small satellites at high altitudes (200 n.ml. or higher), to 20 lb 

for 20-ft-dia satellites at low (6o-n.nii.) altitudes. The total impulse re- 

quired may range from less than 100 lb-sec/day, for small satellites at high 

altitudes, to over 1 x 10 lb-sec/day, for large satellites at low altitudes. 

Objectionable changes in altitude may result fron the 

fact that the applied thrust to overcome atmospheric drag does not equal the 

aerodynamic-disturbance force. In most cases, the required thrust-vector control 

can be accomplished by the attitude-control system, rather than the propulsion 

system itself performing the operation. 

b.   The Earth's Oblateness Effect 

The earth's oblateness effects the motion of a satel- 

lite in a number of ways. D. 0. King-Hele  examined orbits with eccentricities 

of 0.05 or less and determined that the four elements of the orbit which are 

effected are: (1) the period of revolution, (2) the rate of rotation of the 

orbital plane, (j) the rate of rotation of the major axis of the orbit, and 

(k) the oscillation in the radial distance. To correct all four conditions, it 

would be necessary to offset the Increase in gravitational attraction, which is 

an increasing function with latitude, by a variable force applied to the satel- 

lite, in the radial direction. A continuous, variable thrust would be required 

to overcome the oblateness effect completely, which seems impractical. However, 

the effect of the earth's oblateness which seems most likely to require correc- 

tion, is the rotation of the orbit plane. 

** References 2, 3; and k,  Volume II. 
Reference 5> Volume II. 
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II Mission Analysis, A (cont.) 

The propulsion requirements to compensate for the rota- 

tion of the orbital plane due to the earth's oblateness were computed as follows: 

Velocity requirements vary between values of less than 

100 ft/sec/day, for high altitudes and large inclination angles, to about 4000 

ft/sec/day, for a 100-n.ml. equatorial orbit. Initial thrust-to-mass ratios may 

range from approximately 0.05 to 1.0 Ibf/lbm. The use of initial thrust-to-mass 

ratios in this range will result in realistic burning times for all cases. 

c. Solar Radiation Pressure 

Solar radiation pressure can cause the altitude of 

satellites with large surface-area-to-mass ratios to vary; but the corrections 

required to counteract this change would be small, and could be made with a 

system which combined attitude control and station keeping. Since attitude- 

control systems were not a subject for consideration In this study, no further 

determination of propulsion requirements for controlling solar-radiation pres- 

sure was made. 

d. Satellite Perturbations Due to Lunar and Solar Gravities 

The only effects of solar and lunar gravities which 

significantly change the motion of the satellite are the regression of the nodes 

and the oscillation of the orbit-inclination angle. Perturbations due to these 

effects can be controlled by a combined attitude-control and station-keeping 

system. The requirements of such a system therefore were not defined in this 

study. 

2.  Orbit Eccentricity Control 

Operational requirements may make It necessary to change the 

eccentricity of satellite orbits so that a large spacial coverage can be obtained 

with one satellite. Propulsion requirements necessary to effect these changes 

were determined as follows: 

The velocity requirements range from 100 ft/sec for ve'ry 

small changes in orbit eccentricity, to values of about 5000 ft/sec for large 

changes in eccentricity. Initial thrust-to-mass ratios may vary between 0.05 

and 1.0 for most operations. The desirable upper limit will usually not exceed 

1.0 Ibf/lbm, so that burning times and burnout accelerations remain realistic. 
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II Mission Analysis, A (cont.) 

Thrust modulation and restart capability will generally not 

be a requirement for a propulsion system required to change the orbit eccentri- 

city. Thrust-vector control may be required for high accelerations, but the 

attitude-control system of the vehicle will generally be sufficient at low 

accelerations• 

J.  Orbital Plane Changes 

Plane-changing maneuvers may be required to perform various 

functions required of an earth satellite, such as correction of regression of 

the modes due to the earth's oblateness, interception and rendezvous, and 

varying spacial coverage. An analysis was performed to determine the propulsion 

requirements to rotate the plane of an orbit through a given angle. Both cir- 

cular and elliptic orbits were examined, and rotation angles to 45° for orbital 

altitudes between 300 n.mi. and 19,510 n.ml. were considered. The propulsion 

requirements determined by this analysis are summarized as follows: 

The velocity increment required to change the orbital plane 

varies as a function of the altitude and rotation angle within the region 

considered. The required velocity increment could vary between 200 ft/sec (the 

AV required to rotate a very high altitude orbit 1°) to 19,000 ft/sec (the AV re- 

quired to rotate a jOO-n.mi. orbit V?0). 

Initial thrust-to-mass ratios will range between about 0.5 

and 2.0 at the JOO-n.mi. orbit, and 0.15 to 1.0 at a 2lf-hr orbit for the maximum 

requirements. To accomplish very large plane changes at low altitudes by a 

single thrusting maneuver, an initial thrust-to-mass ratio of about 3>0 would be 

desirable; however, if the system has no variability, the final thrust-to-mass 

ratio may be as high as 15.0, which exceeds the allowable acceleration for 

manned vehicles. This indicates that either staging or a variability of about 

2.0 is desirable for such maneuvers. 

Thrust-vector control will probably be required for the 

larger plane changes; however, the attitude-control system will probably be 

adequate for the smaller plane changes. 

k. Orbital Altitude Variation 

Propulsion requirements to transfer from one circular orbit to 

another coplanar, circular, orbit of different altitude were determined for both 
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II Mission Analysis, A (cont.) 

». 

I 

impulsive and continuous-thrust assumptions. Ihe propulsion requirements were 

established as follows: 

The velocity increment requirement will be a few hundred 

ft/sec for small altitude changes. For large variations In altitude, the 

velocity increment requirement may be on the order of 1^000 ft/sec, if two 

impulsive thrusts are used, (one at perigee and one at apogee), or 19,000 ft/sec 

if continuous thrust is used. 

Initial thrust-to-mass ratios for the maximum requirements 

will vary between 1.0 and 2.0 at the JOO-n.mi. orbit and 0.1 and 2.0 at a 

24-hr orbit. 

Thrust modulation will generally not be required; different 

velocity requirements at perigee and apogee can be achieved by two different 

burning times. 

Thrust variability or staging may be required to perform 

maneuvers with manned vehicles, at the maximum velocity requirements, in order 

to stay within the bounds of maximum thrust-to-mass ratio; i.e., about 8 Ibf/lbm. 

For the largest requirement, thrust variability will be approximately 1.2 

maximum. 

A zero-g, restartable, propulsion system will be required to 

perform the perigee and apogee operations unless a continuous, low-thrust pro- 

pulsion system is used. 

Short-terra storability will be required; however, if very low, 

continuous thrust is specified, long-term storability may be necessary. 

Thrust-vector control may be required if the vehicle's attitude- 

control system does not have adequate capability at the higher thrust-to-mass 

ratios. 

5.  Orbital Epoch Change 

a.  Types of Maneuvers 

Three types of maneuvers for achieving an epoch change 

were analyzed: (l) the use of continuous thrust, (2) impulsive transfer to a 

new path for a fast or emergency transfer, and (?) a special case of the fast 
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II Mission Analysis, A (cont.) 

I 

transfer in which the satellite is required to achieve the epoch change in one 

orbital revolution. 

b. Continuous Thrust 

When an epoch change is made using continuous thrust, 

velocity is Increased during the first half of the transfer, and decreased during 

the second half, or vice versa, depending on whether the epoch change is "leading" 

or "lagging". The original circular-orbit path is maintained during the maneuver 

by directing an appropriate thrust ccnponent along the radial axis. The radial 

thrust ccnrponent is directed inward, when the velocity Is greater than that for 

the normal circular orbit, and outward when the velocity is below orbital. 

Generally, the continuous-thrust method appears most 

applicable when the epoch change to be made is very small, such as in terminal 

phases of a nprmal rendezvous maneuver. 

c. Past, or Snergency Transfer 

Fast, or emergency transfers, require transfer by impul- 

sive thrust to new trajectories. If the desired position "leads" the satellite, 

the new trajectory is either elliptical or hyperbolic; depending on the magnitude 

of the change required. If the desired position "lags" the satellite, the new 

trajectory is elliptical. The new trajectory intersects the original circular 

orbit in such manner that the satellite achieves the epoch transfer at the time 

of intersection. At this instant, a velocity increment, equal to that applied 

to transfer it to the new trajectory, returns the satellite to the original 

circular orbit. 

d. Special Case of the East Transfer 

The special case of the fast transfer was considered, 

in which the satellite is transferred by impulsive thrust to an elliptical path, 

in such manner that it takes one revolution of the satellite to reach its de- 

sired position in orbit. Cases where the desired position leads the satellite, 

and where the desired position lags the satellite, were considered. 

Propulsion requirements to achieve an epoch change 

dictate two general types of systems. When the change to be made is small, the 

propulsion system required will generally be a low continuous-thrust system, 

and the velocity requirements will usually be less than 1000 ft/sec. The thrust 

must be variable In magnitude, with some means of controlling the thrust vector. 
Paged 
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II Mtssion Analyslfl; A (cont.) 

For general epoch changes In which the maneuver dura- 

tion is not tightly restricted, the operational mode described as a "special 

case" can be used. This method will generally require velocity increments which 

are less than those necessary for continuous thrusting. For this type of system, 

the velocity increment will range from a few hundred ft/sec, for small epoch 

changes, to a maximum of about 8000 ft/sec for two impulses. 

Initial thrust-to-mass ratio will range between 0.5 

to 2.0 at the 300-n.mi. orbit, and 0.1 to 2.0 at the 24-hr orbit altitude. 

Thrust modulation will generally not be necessary unless this operation is part 

of a rendezvous maneuver, in which case modulation will be required for the 

terminal correction. Since two thrusting operations are necessary, the propul- 

sion system must have a zero-g restart capability with short-term storability. 

The propulsion requirements described above hold true 

for the fast-transfer method, with the exception that total velocity increment 

may be as high as 20,000 ft/sec for very fast transfer times, in which case the 

initial thrust-to-mass ratios will vary from about 1.0 at the 500-n.mi. altitude, 

to between 0.1 and 1.0 at the 2U-hr orbit altitude. At the very high require- 

ments, it may be necessary to have thrust variability, or staging, to maintain 

acceptable accelerations for manned vehicles. For the maximum AV requirements 

with a manned vehicle, the required variability could be as large as 2.0. Also, 

the propulsion system will probably have to provide for thrust-vector control, 

since the attitude-control system will normally not be sufficient at the higher 

accelerations. 

6.  Correction of Injection Errors 

Two methods which could be used to correct injection errors 

were analyzed. The first method consists of correction of the errors in each 

orbital parameter separately; this is termed the three-impulse transfer* In 

the second method, the errors we corrected simultaneously by one maneuver; this 

result can be achieved by selecting a point in the desired orbit and then utiliz- 

ing continuous thrust to attain that position. 

In the three-impulse transfer method, errors in eccentricity 

and perigee altitude can be corrected simultaneously, and errors in the orienta- 

tion of the orbit plane can be corrected by an additional Impulse, applied at 
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II Mission Analysis, A (cont.) 

the proper location. The propulsion requirements to correct anticipated 

nominal injection errors, using the three-impulse transfer, are velocity incre- 

ments ranging ft-cm a few ft/sec to approximately 1000 ft/sec, and Initial thrust- 

to-mass ratios ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 at low orbital altitudes, and 0.01 to 

0.5 at the 24-hr-orbit altitude. 

If the continuous-thrust method is used, the propulsion 

system will require continuously modulated thrust. This method actually amounts 

to the rendezvous technique. The general requirements for rendezvous-propulsion 

systems are discussed in the following section. 

B.   ORHTIAL RENDEZVOUS 

Two basically different types of rendezvous were analyzed. Hie 

first assumes that rendezvous is composed of two operations, a coarse injection 

maneuver and a fine correction of the injection errors. Ihe second type 

employs a homing technique, in which the rendezvousing satellite homes onto the 

target satellite. The rendezvous is accomplished simultaneously with injection. 

Besides these two basically different types of rendezvous, specific rendezvous 

problems were analyzed; particularly, rendezvous with the "dogleg" maneuver and 

the emergency rendezvous. 

1.  Rendezvous with Woainal Injection Errors 

In this analysis, it was assumed that out-of-plane errors are 

small compared to in-plane errors, resulting in a two-dimensional rendezvous. 

Two cases were analyzed, (a) continuous thrust was asstaned, and the results are 

descriptions of actual trajectories; and (b) it was assumed that the rendezvous- 

ing and target satellites had rectilinear motion, and that impulsive thrust is 

used to obtain rendezvous. 

Two rendezvous problems were included in the analysis of 

continuous-thrust rendezvous. In the first problem, it was assumed that the two 

satellites are in the same orbit, while in the second problem they are not. The 

propulsion requirements necessary when the satellites are in the same orbit were 

determined in connection with the orbital epoch charge. The general propulsion 

requirements for the terminal phase of the rendezvous maneuver are as follows; 
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II Mission Analysis, B (cont.) 

a. Velocity requirements will range ftrom a few ft/sec to 

as high as 1000 ft/sec. 

b. Maximum accelerations should not exceed 25 to 50 ft/sec , 
„,,  o 

with the minimum values as Iowas lor 2 ft/sec being desirable. Ulis results in 

an initial thrust-to-mass ratio range of approximately 0.01 to 1.5' 

c. (Birust variability will generally be required, with a 

maximum variability of the order of 100 required between the initial closure 

thrust and the terminal maneuver. 

d. Restart capability and short-tern storability will be 

necessary. Thrust-vector control can probably be accomplished with an attitude 

control system. 

2.  Rendezvous by Ccmblned Terminal Guidance and Injection 

The technique used in this method combines orbital injection 

with terminal-homing guidance in a two-dimensional field. A trajectory analy- 

sis was based on a satellite interceptor rendezvousing with a satellite in a 

circular orbit. A specific case was examined in which the rendezvousing satel- 

lite injects from a parking orbit, and then homes on the target satellite at 

apogee. 

The general propulsion requirements for rendezvous by com- 

bined terminal guidance and injection are as follows: 

Velocity increments will range from 500 ft/sec to 

5000 ft/sec. 

b. Initial thrust-to-mass ratio will range between a 

maximum on the order of 1.0 to J.O and a minimum of 0.0.1. This wide range indi- 

cates that variability will be required. Variability can be acccmpllshed by a 

very accurate injection, using a large primary-propulsion system and a separate, 

small, station-keeping system for the terminal phase of the rendezvous. 

c. Thrust-vector control other than that supplied by an 

attitude-control system may be required for high accelerations. Short-term 

storability may be necessary; restart capability will often be required to 

augment thrust-variability control. 
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II Mission Analysis, B (cont.) 

5»  Rendezvous vlth the Dogleg Maneuver 

Rendezvous with the dogleg maneuver will generally be com- 

prised of two separate maneuvers, the first to make the orbital plane-change and 

Injection, and the second to make the final rendezvous. Since requirements for 

the final rendezvous were determined previously, only requirements for the first 

maneuver were considered in the analysis. 

Propulsion requirements for the coarse rendezvous correction 

are as follows: 

a. Velocity requirements will range from approximately 

500 ft/sec to 18,000 ft/sec depending upon the injection velocity and the dogleg 

angle required. The initial thrust-to-mass ratio is determined by the velocity 

requirement and the allowable burning time, and can vary within a range between 

0.01 and 3»0, depending on the specific operatic«. Ihrust variability may be 

required for the largest corrections, with maximum variabilities of the onter of 

2.0 required. 

b. Restart capabilities for the fine maneuver will general- 

ly be required, and thrust-vector control, other than that supplied by the 

attitude-control system, may be necessary with the larger accelerations. The 

total system variability required to perfom a dogleg rendezvous maneuver may 

be as high as 1000:1. 

k,       Bnergency Rendezvous 

An emergency rendezvous operation may Include any or all of 

the following operations: (a) injection with the dogleg maneuver, (b) orbital 

epoch change, and (c) final rendezvous. Thus, velocity requirements for 

emergency rendezvous are the sum of those for the individual maneuvers. Pro- 

pulsion requirements to perform an emergency rendezvous may be summarized as 

follows: 

flie velocity requirements can range trm 1000 ft/sec to 

25,000 ft/sec, with the maximum velocity needed for a rendezvous with dogleg 

and fast epoch transfer. 

f 
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II Mission Analysis, B (cont.) 

übe initial thrust-to-mass ratios will vary widely depending 

upon the requirements. For the coarse maneuver, it may range between 1.0 and 

3.0, with thrust variahility as high as 5:1 needed for the extreme requirements. 

She thrust-to-mass ratio for the terminal rendezvous operation will vary between 

0.01 and 1.5. The required overall system variability may be as high as 1000:1. 

Restart capability will be required for fast epoch changes, and thrust-vector 

control, other than the attitude-control system, will be required due to the 

high accelerations. Short-term storablllty will be required for almost all 

emergency rendezvous maneuvers. 

C.   LUNAR AM) INTIEPLAMETARY miECTORy CCRRBCTIOMS 

The propulsion requirements necessary to perform lunar and inter- 

planetary trajectory corrections were established by error analyses for the 

naninal trajectories and particular missions considered. In the analysis of 

trajectory corrections, both mldcourse corrections and terminal corrections were 

considered for the following missions: (l) mldcourse corrections for earth- 

moon flights and earth-Mars flights^ and (2) terminal corrections for outbound 

lunar flights, and return flights from the moon and Mars. 

1.  Mldcourse Corrections 

Mldcourse correction capability for space missions will 

normally be required on ballistic flights, where the uncorrected trajectory 

results in miss-distances which are excessively large for terminal-phase 

correction. The propulsion requirements for mldcourse corrections are affected 

by the following factors: (a) the initial burnout-velocity-vector accuracy, 

(b) the allowable miss distance at the target body, (c) the accuracy of mid- 

course navigation and guidance equipment, (d) the accuracy with which the cor- 

rective maneuvers are carried out, and (e) any significant inaccuracies in 

astro-physical data. 

a.  Earth-Moon Plights 

Three outbound lunar flights of I.50, 2.00, and 2.75 

days duration were considered as representative of current and probable future 

lunar missions. It was assumed that the required mldcourse correction would 

be established from earth-based radar tracking data. 
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II Mission Analysis, C (cont.) 

The propulsion requirements determined for midcourse 

correction on darth-raoon flights may be sunmarlzed as follows: 

(1) Corrective velocity-Increment capabilities 

between 25 and 250 ft/sec are required, with specific requirements primarily 

dependent upon the tracking system and initial burnout accuracies. 

(2) The upper limit on thrust level for accelercm- 

eter-monitored midcourse propulsion Is established either by payload accelera- 

tion tolerance (8-g maximum for manned vehicles and 20 g for unmanned payloads 

was assumed), or by the requirement for 0.1^ cutoff accuracy in delivered im- 

pulse. The lower limit is established by the maximum burning time per correc- 

tion of about 5 minutes, based on typical accelercmeter bias errors. 

(3) No requirement for thrust modulation is apparent 

for lunar flights. Total-impulse control must be accurate to within approxi- 

mately 0.55t. Thrust-vector control will be required to maintain appropriate 

vehicle orientation during the correction, unless this function is provided by 

an auxiliary attitude-control system. Requirements for several restarts under 

zero-g conditions are definitely indicated, although a single accurate correc- 

tion will be adequate for early flights. Storage durations, and times between 

restart, on the order of fractions of a day to several days, are indicated. 

b.   Earth-Mars Flights 

Three missions to Mars were selected as being repre- 

sentative of outbound interplanetary flights. Examination of the parameters 

and method of analysis Indicates that the midcourse correction requirements on 

flights to Venus W return will be similar, since the navigation accuracies and 

initial guidance errors are the predominant effects. Thus, the results pre- 

sented in this portion of the study may be considered generally representative 

for midcourse corrections on the interplanetary flights which axe considered of 

current major Interest. Earth-Mars flight times of 100, 150, and 259 days were 

selected, and the trajectory parameters were chosen to result in the minimum 

total velocity-increment between parking orbits about the terminal planets. 

These trajectories require Initial burnout velocities at earth of ^5,^00, 

39,750, and 37,050 fp% respectively. 
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II Mission Analysis^ C (cont.) 

The prlnaxy navigation and guidance system which was 

considered for the mldcourse phase Includes (1) an optical system, relying on 

sun and planet bearings for position and velocity data, with stellar references 

for orientation Infoznatlon, and (2) a basic Inertial guidance system for con- 

trolling propulsion during the actual mldcourse corrections. 

The propulsion requirements for mldcours e correction on 

outbound Mars flights are summarized as follows: 

(1) Corrective velocity increment capabilities between 

50 and 1000 ft/sec are required, with specific requirements dependent upon the 

accuracy of the navigation system. 

(2) The upper limit on thrust level Is established 

either by payload acceleration tolerance, or by the requirements for O.ji cutoff 

accuracy In delivered total impulse. The lower limit is established by the 

maximum bijarning time per correction of about 25 minutes, based on typical 

accelerometer bias errors. 

(5)  No requiranent for thrust modulation is apparent. 

Total-impulse control must be accurate to within approximately O.J^. Ihrust-vector 

ccntrol will be required to maintain appropriate vehicle orientation during the 

correction, unless this function is provided by an auxiliary attitude-control 

system. Multiple restarts (up to 5 or 6) are indicated. Storage requirements, 

and times between restart for the midcourse-prcpulslon system will be on the 

c- der of 2 to 200 days. 

2.   Terminal Corrections 

Terminal trajectory corrections are classed as the impulses 

applied to correct the final perigee distance after the target body's gravita- 

tional effects have becone predominant. Ihe nature of terminal trajectory 

corrections differs from that of mldcourse corrections for two basic reasons: 

(a) the trajectory Is being affected by the target body's gravitational field, 

and (b) position errors become increasingly important in determining the final 

perigee distance as the target is approached. Propulsion requirements for ter- 

minal corrections on outbound lunar flights and outbound Mars flights were con- 

sidered first. 
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11 Mission Analysis, C (cont.) 

a. Outbound Lunar Flights 

The Ideal velocity increments required for terminal 

corrections on outbound lunar flights of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.75 days duration were 

obtained as a function of the Initial miss distance. The terminal-navigation 

system considered consists of a vehicle-borne optical tracker, combined with a 

basic inertial guidance system to monitor the correction. 

The propulsion requirements for terminal corrections on 

outbound lunar flights can be characterized as follows: 

(1) AVi   Ideal corrective velocity increments of 

between 25 and 500 ft/sec are indicated, with the specific requirement dependent 

primarily on the initial miss-distance and the accuracy of the terminal 

guidance. 

(2) Birust level: The upper limit on thrust level 

will be established either by the payload acceleration tolerance, or by the 

typical cutoff accuracy requirement of 0.5^ on delivered total Impulse. The 

lower limit on thrust level will result from a maximum burning time restriction 

of about 10 minutes, due to the effects of distance traveled during burning. 

For a representative maximum corrective AV of kOO ft/sec this limitation indi- 

cates a thrust-to-mass ratio of at least 0.02 Ibf/lbm. 

(3) Controllability: Total-impulse control must be 

accurate to 0.5^« No requirement for thrust variability is apparent. Since 

one or two accurate corrections appear most desirable, a limited number of re- 

starts are required. Necessary thrust-vector control may often be provided by 

the conventional attitude-control system, if available. 

(If)  Storabillty: Storage times in transit before the 

terminal correction will be on the order of 1.5 to 3 days. 

b. Outbound Mars Flights 

The ideal velocity increments required for terminal 

corrections on outbound Mars missions of 100, 150 and 259 clays duration were 

established vs the initial miss-distance. 
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A vehicle-borne terminal guidance system similar to 

that for the lunar mission was assumed. For the Mars mission, however, the 

sensor might be required to operate in the infrared spectrum rather than the 

visible spectrum, due to the effects of the Martian atmosphere. 

The propulsion requirements for terminal corrections 

on outbound Mars missions may be summarized as follows: 

(1) M: Corrective velocity increments between 100 

and 1000 ft/sec are indicated; specific requirements are determined by the 

terminal guidance accuracy, the energy of the approach trajectory, and the 

initial miss-distance. 

(2) Thrust level: The upper thrust-level limit 

will be set by the payload-acceleration limits, or by the total Impulse accuracy 

requirement of 1.0<. The lower limit will correspond to the maximum allowable 

burning time due to the increasing AV requirement; this duration limit Is set 

at about JO minutes, which indicates a minlmu vhrust-to-mass ratio of approxi- 

mately 0.02 Ibf/lbm. 

(5)  Controllability: A delivered total impulse 

accuracy of 1.0^ is indicated. No controllable thrust capability is required, 

although limited restart capability seems to be desirable. Thrust-vector 

control will probably be provided by an available attitude-control system. 

CO  Storability: Storage time, on the order of 100 

to 250 days before the teminal-correction maneuver, is indicated. 

c.   Return Flights 

The propulsion requirements for terminal corrections on 

lunar and Mars return flights were determined. The method of approach used 

was similar to that for determining outbound terminal corrections, except for 

these two basic differences: 

(l)  The terminal-guidance system for return flights 

is assumed to consist of earth-based, radar-tracking facilities which provide 

ccomand data to the vehicle; the actual corrective velocity increment Is still 

monitored by a vehicle-borne inertial system. 
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II Mission Analysis, C (cont.) 

if 

(2)  The lunar return flight lies almost entirely In 

the terminal-phase flight regime. No mldcourse corrections were assumed* How- 

ever, adequate time is available to make more than one terminal correction 

during the return flight. 

Two types of earth-based, radar-tracking facilities 

were considered. They are the conventional world-tracking net, using steerable 

antennas, and a long-baseline, phase-lock system with high angular resolution. 

(a)  Lunar Return Flights 

A representative lunar return flight of 

2.75 days duration was chosen. The initial miss distance was 5200 n.mi., 

which corresponds to an angular error at burnout, in the vicinity of the moon, 

of about 25 millirads, which is considered to be a very Inaccurate launch. 

Achieving earth impact on the return flight will be easy, particularly for low- 

energy trajectories, since the vehicle effectively "drops" to earth. 

Two techniques for making tennlnal correc- 

tions were considered: (l) corrections are made,at radii from the earth 

ranging from 18,000 to 57>000 n.mi., depending upon the radar systan used, and 

resulting in ideal AV requirements of between 395 and 125 ft/sec, respectively] 

and (2) two corrections are made, one at a radius of 200,000 n.mi. from the 

earth and a final correction at 18,000 n.mi. The AV requirement was found to 

be 5Ö ft/sec for the first correction and 29 ft/sec for the second. Hie total 

AV is thus only 65 ft/sec, using this approach. 

The propulsion requirements for trajectory 

corrections on lunar return flights may be summarized as follows: 

1 AV: Ideal corrective velocity in- 

crements between 50 and 500 ft/sec may be expected. Specific AV requirements 

will depend primarily upon the energy of the return trajectory, the initial 

miss-difltance, and terminal guidance accuracies. 

2 Hirust Level: The upper thrust-level 

limit will be set either by the acceleration tolerance of the payload or by the 

requirement for 2i total impulse cutoff accuracy. The maximum burning time is 

restricted to about 20 minutes, due to the increase in AV requirement with flight 

time, which indicates a thrust-to-mass ratio of at least 0.015 Ibf/lbm. 
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2   Controllability: No requirement for 

thrust variability is apparent; however, capability for several restarts is 

desirable. Thrust-vector control will be necessary, unless an adequate attitude* 

control system is available. 

k        Storability: Storage times may range 

from days to months, since the outbound flight time plus stay time must be 

considered. 

(b)  Mars Return Flights 

The propulsion requirements study for 

terminal corrections on Mars return flights considered a nominal mission of 

150-days flight time, with a 100 n.mi. perigee altitude at earth. The initial 

miss-distance was 1900 n.mi., which presumes previous midcourse corrections. 

Only one terminal corrastion was considered, since the approach velocity is 

high, resulting in a considerable decrease in the smoothing time which is 

available for the tracking and guidance functions. 

The propulsion requirements for teminal 

corrections of Mars return missions can be generally characterized as follows: 

1 Velocity increments ranging from 200 

to 1500 ft/sec may be expected, with specific values dependent largely on the 

approach-trajectory energy and initial miss-distance. The accuracy of several 

consecutive corrections will reduce the required AV considerably, if adequate 

smoothing time is available for regaining guidance accuracy. 

2 Thrust Level: The upper limit Is set 

by payload-acceleration tolerance or by the 1.0< maximum error in total Impulse 

delivered. The maximum burning time appears to be restricted to approximately 

15 minutes for some cases, which indicates a P/m value of at least 0.05 iWlbf. 

J   Controllability: Total impulse 

should be accurate to at least l.Ot. No requirement for thrust variability is 

apparent. Restart capability is desirable if available smoothing time and 

tracking accuracies will allow for several consecutive corrections, reducing the 
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II Mission Analysis, C (cont.) 

total ideal AV. Thrust-vector control is required, and nay be provided by an 

auxiliary attitude-control system. 

h        Storability: Considering the out- 

bound and return trip durations and probable stay time on Mars, storage 

times of up to 2 or 3 years may be required. The time between restarts will be 

on the order of several hours. 

D.   LUNAR AND PLAHETARY CRHCHNO MANEUVERS 

Analyses in the preceding section established the propulsion re- 

quirements to achieve a desired perigee altitude at the target. In this section, 

that perigee altitude will form one apsis point for orbiting maneuvers about 

the target body, 

1.   Lunar Orbiting Maneuvers 

Approach trajectories of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.75 days were con- 

sidered, corresponding to hyperbolic approach velocities of 7120, ^950, and about 

^000 fps, respectively. 

The propulsion requirements for the lunar orbiting maneuvers 

considered are summarized as follows: 

a. AV: Impulsive velocity increments ranging between 2000 

and 5500 fps will be required, with specific requirements primarily dependent 

on the energy of the approach trajectory and on the eccentricity of the desired 

orbit. 

b. Thrust level: Initial thrust-to-mass ratios ranging 

from 1.0 to 2.0 will be desirable. 

c. Controllability: Delivered total impulse accuracy 

should be at least 0.2^. No requirement for thrust modulation is apparent, if 

the total impulse accuracy is satisfactory. Thrust-vector control will be re- 

quired to maintain vehicle orientation and to control the trajectory, since 

thrust-to-weight ratios will be relatively high, and the conventional altitude- 

control system will usually be inadequate. Restart requirements for the main 

orbiting propulsion-system are not indicated* 
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II Mission Analysis, D (cont.) 

d.  Storability: Storage times of several days are indi- 

cated by the typical lunar flight times. 

2.  Mars Orbiting Maneuvers 

Propulsion requirements were Investigated for maneuvers in 

orbiting Mars, both with and without the use of atmospheric deceleration. 

Approach trajectories of 100, 150, and 259 toys were considered, corresponding 

to hyperbolic velocities of 27,150, 17,200 and 8200 fps, respectively. 

Without atmospheric deceleration, approach perigee radii from 

200 to 2000 n.mi. were considered, with apsidal radius ratios ranging from 0.70 

to 3.8. 

Atmospheric braking can be utilized to reduce considerably 

the propulsion requirements for Mars orbiting maneuvers. Several consecutive 

grazing passes^ reducing the apogee altitude, could be made until the desired 

final apogee altitude is attained. At this time, a final velocity increment 

would be added to raise the perigee altitude and to establish the desired orbit. 

Orbiting maneuvers about the planet Mars can be carried out 

primarily through atmospheric deceleration for the flights considered here. 

Allowances on the order of 1000 fps should be included for perigee variation 

and orbit-control requirements. However, no primary rocket deceleration is 

required, providing that any aerodynamic heating problems which may arise are 

solved by vehicle-design techniques. 

The propulsion requirements for orbiting maneuvers about 

the planet Mars may therefore be sumnarized as follows: 

a.  AV: Impulsive velocity increments for orbiting without 

atmospheric deceleration range from hoOO to 13,000 fps for 259- and 150-day 

approach trajectories, with a maximum of 23,000 fps for a 100-day flight, with 

injection into a high circular orbit. With atmospheric deceleration, desirable 

orbits can be achieved from all approach trajectories with velocity Increments 

on the order of 1000 fps. ühe advantage in utilizing atmospheric deceleration 

is readily apparent. 
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b. Kirust level: Initial thrust-to-mass ratios on the 

order of 1.0 to J.O Itt/lba are Indicated. 

c. Controllability: Total Impulse accuracy of O.li will 

be necessary for critical orbits without atmospheric deceleration. Thrust 

variation, or staging, may be required to maintain tolerable acceleration on 

maneuvers requiring large AVs. If atmospheric braking Is used, the fractional 

total-impulse accuracy is relaxed to 0,%,  since the required ^Vs are small. 

Multiple restart capability is definitely required for orbiting with atmospheric 

deceleration, but thrust variation is not Indicated, except if required for 

emergency situations. Thrust-vector control may be required for both cases. 

d. Storabllity: Space storage requirements, before 

Ignition, on the order of 100 days to 1 year are indicated, with times between 

restart on the order of several hours for the atmospheric deceleration case. 

E. LUNAR AND PLAMECARY LANDINGS 

Three methods for landing on the moon were considered: (a) direct 

radial approach and landing, (b) injection into circular orbit and a gravity 

turn from orbit to landing, and (c) injection into circular orbit, transfer to 

lower orbit, deceleration to zero velocity at low orbit altitude, and vertical 

descent to the surface. 

In calculating the propulsion requirements, errors in measured 

quantities and operational parameters were considered. Ihe presence of errors 

indicates that the vehicle should be brought to effectively zero velocity at 

some safe distance above the surface to avoid destructive impact. Retrothrust 

with constant deceleration was considered, and final letdown from the zero 

velocity point was analyzed. Both operations will require variable thrust. 

The initial circular orbit altitudes considered were 50 n.mi., and 

200 n.mi. The lower circular orbit altitude, to which transfer is made fron the 

50- or 200-n.ml. orbits, had an altitude of 5 n.mi. A 66-hr trajectory was 

considered for all cases. 

The propulsion requirements for lunar landings using the three 

methods outlined are as follows: 
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1. Direct Radial Landing 

A direct, radial landing on the moon from a 66-hr trajectory, 

with no error in ignition altitude, requires an ideal velocity increment of 

9000 ft/sec. When error in ignition altitude is included, provision mist be made 

for a letdown from an error altitude of h n.mi., assuming 0.35/t error in measured 

quantities, The additional requirement, due to error, is 800 to 900 ft/sec, 

bringing the total velocity requirement to betveen 98OO and 9900 ft/sec. 

2. Gravity Turn Fron Circular Orbit 

The velocity increment required to land from a 50-n.mi, circu- 

lar orbit is 5700 ft/sec; from a 200-n,mi. circular orbit it is 606O ft/sec, The 

velocity increment required for injection into circular orbits from a 66-hr tra- 

jectory is 3200 ft/sec for a 50-n.mi. orbit and JlhQ ft/sec for a 200-n.mi. orbit. 

An error in zero velocity altitude of 5 n.mi. was assumed for the orbit landing, 

in order to compare the propulsion requirements of the two landing procedures. 

The velocity increment required to let down from 5 n.mi. is 1100 ft/sec. Thus, 

the total velocity requirements to land by a gravity turn from orbit, with earth- 

moon travel time of 66 hr are 10,000 ft/sec fron a 50-n.mi. orbit, and 10,300 ft/ 

sec from a 200-n.mi. orbit. 

5. Transfer to Low Circular Orbit 

The third method considered consists of injection into circu- 

lar moon orbit, coplanar transfer to a low altitude (5 n.mi.) circular orbit, 

deceleration at constant altitude to zero velocity, and, letdowi vertically to 

the surface of the moon. Velocity requirements for injection into the 200- and 

50-n.mi. circular orbits, and for descent from 5 n.mi, are 311t0 ft/sec, 

3200 ft/sec and 1100 ft/sec, respectively. The velocity increment requirement 

for transfer from a 50-n,ml. circular orbit to a 5-n.mi, circular orbit is 110 ft/ 

sec; for a transfer from a 200-n.mi. orbit to a 5-n«mi, orbit the requirement is 

465; ft/sec. Constant altitude deceleration at 5 n.mi., with a thrust-to-mass ratio 

of p..O requires AV = 56OO fps; this requirement does not vary rapidly with 

changes in either thrust-to-mass ratio or altitude. An effective error of 1° 

in thrust-vector angle was assumed, resulting in an additional velocity require- 

ment of 550 ft/sec, at a thrust-to-mass ratio of 1,0. Therefore, the total 
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II Mission Analysis, E (cont.) 

propulsion requirements for landing on the moon, using this method are: AV of 

10,360 ft/sec for a 50-n.nil. orbit and AV = 10,655 ft/sec for the 200-n.mi. orbit. 

From the foregoing totals of propulsion requirements, it is 

evident that landing from orbit, on a gravity turn, has the lowest prppellant 

requirement of the orbit-landing techniques considered. Hovever, the constant 

altitude deceleration method is orQy 2 to hfy more costly, and this margin can 

be reduced if more accuracy than that which was assumed can be achieved in the 

thrust-vector control. A direct, radial landing requires 2 to 8^ less velocity 

increment than the orbital cases and may be desirable in order to reduce navi- 

gational and operational complexities. All of the maneuvers require thrust 

variability; a thrust variability of 6 to 8 appears to be adequate for most cases. 

2.   Mars Landing 

The propulsion requirements for landing on Mars were investi- 

gated for a direct, radial landing and a landing from orbit. 

a.   Direct, Radial Landing 

Direct, radial landings on Mars considered three ap- 

proach velocities: 18,100 ft/sec, 22,850 ft/sec and 31,300 ft/sec, correspond- 

ing to Earth-Mars transit times of 259; 150, and 100 days, respectively. The 

analysis indicated that these velocities are too high for a direct entry to the 

atmosphere using only a single application of retrothrust before landing. Not 

only is an excessive aerodynamic heating rate expected, but the deceleration 

required, due to thrust alone, is excessive. Consequently, the deceleration due 

to thrust was limited to 8g (earth), to simulate the landing restrictions on a 

manned vehicle. With this limitation, the minimum achievable velocity require- 

ments are on the order of 11,000 ft/sec, for an approach velocity of 18,100 

ft/sec; 1^,500 ft/sec, for an approach velocity of 22,850 ft/sec; and 19,500 

ft/äec, for an approach velocity of 31»300 ft/sec. Hiese high approach veloci- 

ties require that ignition of the main retro-rockets take place hundreds of 

miles from the surface of Mars, resulting in large errors in ignition and addi- 

tional AV requirements. The total propulsion requirements (including error 

effects), for a direct landing from an approach velocity of 18,100 ft/sec with 

I  = ^30 Ibf-sec/lbm, are then found to be approximately 15,000 ft/sec. 
sp 
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II Mission Analysis, E (cont.) 

b.  Landing fron Mars Orbit 

Two initial circular orbits were considered, cue at 

1000 n.ml., and one at 350 n.ml. It was determined that the velocity require- 

ments (including injection into orbit), to land on Mars on a gravity turn fron 

the 1000-n.mi., and 350-n.ml. orbits were considerably greater than those for 

the direct approach when atmospheric braking was not considered» However, if 

the technique of entering an elliptical orbit, employing atmospheric braking, 

is used, the orbit-landing requirements are reduced to the following extent: 

for the 18,100 ft/sec approach velocity (259-day trajectory) the requirements 

are canparable to the direct approach, and for the fast approach velocities 

(100- and 150-day approach trajectories), the requirements are 10,000 ft/sec 

and 15,000 ft/sec, which are considerably lower than those for the direct 

approach. 

The initial thrust-to-mass ratio for the landing 

maneuvers should not exceed 2.0, to avoid excessive g loads, and the engine 

should have the capability of throttling to 10i of full thrust. 

P.   LUNAR AND ELAHETARy TAKEOPPS 

The propulsion requirements for lunar and planetary takeoffs were 

analyzed through the use of a conventional gravity-turn ascent-trajectory pro- 

gram on the IBM 7090 computer. The calculations assumed constant thrust and 

specific impulse, and included an appropriate gravitational constant and atmos- 

phere (as applicable). However, the rotation of the moon or planet was not 

considered. Trajectories were run for various values of the thrust-to-mass 

ratio, and the "kick-angle" was optimized, when possible, to achieve minimum 

propellant expenditure for each of the initial thrust-to-mass ratio (F/m ) 

values. 

1.  Lunar Takeoffs 

The propulsion requirements vere determined for lunar take- 

offs with ascent trajectories Into lunar orbits of 50- and SOO-n.ml. altitude, 

and with direct injection on return flights to earth of 1.5, 2.0, and 2.75 days 

duration. The lunar ascent trajectories were canputed for P/n^ values ranging 

from 0.5 to 9.0 Ibf/lhn. 
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II Mission Analysis, F (cont.) 

The general propulsion requirements for lunar takeoff 

missions may be summarized as follows: I 
f 
I 

a. AV: Ideal velocity requirements on the order of 6000 | 

to 65OO ft/sec may be expected for takeoffs to lunar orbits. For direct tra- | 

jectories to earth, the takeoff AV requirements are on the order of 9200 to 

11,500 ft/sec. 

b. Thrust level: Values of the initial thrust-to-mass 

ratio in a range from 0.8 to 1.6 Ibf/lbm appear to be representative of the 

optimum P/m for most missions. 

c. Controllability: Since the burnout velocity should be 

held to an accuracy of about 5 ft/sec for takeoffs to low orbits, the required 

percentage of accuracy in delivered total Impulse will be about 0.1^. No 

requirement for thrust variability is indicated. Thrust-vector control will 

normally be required, due to the relatively high thrust-to-weight ratios at 

burnout. For lunar orbiting maneuvers, the need for restart at injection is 

indicated. 

d. Storability: The system will undergo storage In the 

environment of space for 1 to 5 days in the outbound trip, and may subsequently 

be stored for periods of weeks to months on the lunar surface before the takeoff. 

2.  Mars Tskeoffs 

The propulsion requirements were determined for takeoffs to 

Mars orbits of 350- and 1000-n.ml. altitudes, and for injection on Mars-I&rth 

flights of 100, 150, and 275 days duration. The characteristics of the ascent 

trajectories differed sctnewhat from those of the lunar flights, due to the 

presence of the Martian atmosphere. 

a.   Takeoffs to Orbit 

Hie takeoff maneuvers for injection into circular orbits 

of Mars were analyzed for Initial thrust-to-mass ratios, ranging fron O.75 to 

6.0 Ibf/lbm. 
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I).  Takeoffs for Mars-Earth Flights 

The Mars ascent trajectories, for direct flights to 

earth, have been based on the use of a two-stage vehicle, since the velocity 

increments required appear to be excessive for a single-stage system. The 

addition of a second stage introduces a number of additional parameters and 

degrees of freedom, such as the relative mass of each stage, the relative 

thrust levels between stages, etc. To reduce the number of possible combinations 

to a reasonable selection, it was assumed that the first stage would consume 

53«35^ of the gross vehicle weight as propellant, in every case. 

The propulsion requirements for Mars takeoffs may be 

summarized as follows: 

(1) AV: The ideal velocity increments for Mars 

takeoffs into circular orbit are on the order of 15,000 to-17,000 ft/sec. For 

takeoff on direct trajectories for return to earth, the requirements vary from 

20,000 to 36,000 ft/sec, dependent largely on the flight duration for the Mars- 

Earth trajectory. 

(2) Thrust level: The initial thrust-to-mass ratios 

for Mars takeoffs to orbit are on the order of 0.7 to 1.0 Ibf/lto, while the 

values for both stages of the two-stage vehicle are about 1.5 to 2.0 Ibf/lbm. 

(3) Controllability: The desired accuracies for 

orbiting maneuvers and injection on return flights to earth Indicate burnout 

accuracies on the order of 10 ft/sec. This requirement Indicates total impulse 

control to .0356 for critical cases. No requirement for thrust modulation is 

apparent, other than a possible use for vernier cutoff. A single restart is 

Indicated for the takeoffs to Mars orbits. Thrust vector control will be re- 

quired due to the large thrust-to-mass ratios Involved. 

CO  Storability: The system will be stored for 

periods up to 260 days in transit on the outbound flight, and storage times on 

the surface of Mars may range fron months to years. The time between restarts 

will be on the order of minutes for the orbiting maneuvers. 
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III.  SYSTEM CONCEPTS 

This portion of the study reviews the applicable propellants and engine 

concepts, which could satisfy the mission requirements under consideration. The 

purpose of this review was to provide the necessary background to develop a 

discrete family of propulsion systems. The results are combined with the find- 

ings of the Mission Analysis section to provide a basis for propulsion-capability 

classifications« 

The propulsion system concepts were examined on the basis of perfonnance, 

control versatility, and adaptability to meet operational environment factors. 

The scope of the systems study encompassed: (a) chemical systems including 

liquid, solid, and hybrid systems; (b) nuclear systems, and (c) electrical 

systems. 

A.   CHEMCCAL SYSTEMS 

1.   Liquid Propellants 

a. Cryogenic ELpropellants 

Hie cryogenic blpropellants which offer the highest 

specific impulse are the combinations of liquid hydrogen with liquid fluorine, 

and liquid hydrogen with liquid oxygen. Since fewer handling difficulties are 

associated with liquid oxygen, the LOg/lI^ canbination was considered most 

currently representative of this class and was therefore chosen as the propellant 

combination for consideration. After selecting the propellant combination, the 

propellant fraction, as a function of total impulse for several thrust values, 

was computed. 

b. Storable Blpropellants 

The storable bipropellant selected, on the basis of 

experience and data aaaassed at Aerojet, was N20^/Aerozlne-5O. The propellant 

fractions were calculated for systems using this combination. 

c. Storable Monpprqpellants 

The Cavea-B inonopropellant was chosen to represent 

this class because of its development history, performance, and also logistic 

considerations. The propellant fractions were determined for monopropellant 

systems using this propellant. _ 
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III System Concepts, A (cont.) 

2. Solid Propellants 

FOr space operations, solid propellants should have the 

highest availahle specific impulse, consistent with such common operational 

requirements as good physical properties, long-term stability under severe 

environmental conditions, reliability, etc. 

Increased performance can be predicted with the use of more 

energetic oxidizers, fuels, or binders. 

A bayltoiKJOntaining propellant would have a delivered 

specific impulse, at a kO:l ejqjansion ratio in vacuum, of 305, while a 

formulation containing hydrazine perchlorate has a vacuum specific Impulse of 

500. 

Further advances in performance include the use of en- 

capsulated metal hydrides, the development of binders containing hydrazine or 

dlfluoramino groups, and new, high-energy oxidizers. The reduction of inert 

parts weight, by the use of new materials, was seen as another method of 

improving solid-rocket performance. 

Propellant fractions as a function of total impulse were 

developed for solld-propellant systems, assuming a vacuum specific impulse of 

505. 

Graphs based upon some early advancement in propellant 

development were also prepared, showing future propellant fractions to be 

expected as a function of total impulse (to 10 Ibf-sec) for various thrust 

levels. 

3. Hybrid Systems 

The hybrid system having a solid-fuel grain and a liquid 

oxidizer was ccrapared with the all-solid and all-liquid chemical systems. 

Conpared to a solid-rocket propulsion system, the hybrid 

system should have improved theimal cycling characteristics over a wider 

temperature range, greater vibratlonal endurance, and, in general, better 

physical properties. On the other hand, the necessity of dealing with two 

physical states may limit either the choice of propellants or the usable tem- 

perature range of the system. 
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Compared to a liquid blpropellant system, the hybrids are 

potentially simpler in design and capable of greater reliability. 

Vacuum specific impulse values of veil over }kO Ibf-sec/lta . 

appear to be achievable with well-known oxidizers and fuels. 

B.   NUCLEAR HEAT-TRAMSfER SYSTEMS 

A general review of merit, potential, and characteristics of 

nuclear propulsion systems was undertaken. Two of the most feasible concepts for 

the utilization of fission were considered. The direct transfer of heat to a 

working rocket, and the conversion of heat energy into electrical power for ion 

propulsion. 

C. ELECTRIC ENSIME SYSTEMS 

Miscellaneous electric engine systems, including the colloidal- 

particle engine (a variation of the conventional ion engine), were considered in 

this portion of the study. The arc-Jet engine and plasma engine were briefly 

reviewed. 

D.   COIWROL CHARACTERISTICS 

The various propulsion systems were compared on the basis of the 

degree of control flexibility and capabilities that they offer, ühese control 

characteristics include the ability of the propulsion system to provide thrust- 

vector control, thrust-level control, and total-impulse control. The study 

was limited to qualitative capabilltleo and comparisons, with only occasional 

use of approximate numerical data to provide some orientation. 

E. OPERATIONAL CONSIDERAITONS 

Ttie manner in which known environmental conditions of space will 

affect the various propulsion systems was reviewed* Hie conditions encountered 

and the effects considered Include zero-g conditions, temperature control, 

meteroids, ionizing radiation and the effects of the vacuum environment* 
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IV.   MISSION/SYSTEM CLAS8IEECATI0N 

The final section of this report Is Intended to (a) summarize the overall 

space-propulsion requirements that have heen developed by the mission analysis 

work, (b) provide a condensed summary of the advantages and limitations of 

various propulsion systems that were considered In the system concepts section, 

and (c) to indicate any practical categorization of the numerous and diverse 

mission requirements and system concepts into a limited set of primary propulsion- 

system capabilities. 

Due to the comprehensive nature of both the mission analysis and system- 

concepts work, a very broad coverage of space-propulsion requirements and 

applicable propulsion systems has been accomplished. It has, therefore, been 

found necessary to select "representative" propulsion requirements and "typical" 

system characteristics in order to present a compact and understandable picture 

of the overall Phase I results and conclusions. These limitat DUS are necessary 

only for the sake of clarity; the ranges of basic parameters that were included 

in Sections II and III of Volume II would allow similar considerations to be 

developed for other payload/mission/propulsion-system ccmblnations that may be 

of interest, 

A.   SUMMARY OP PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS 

The space-propulsion requirements that are parametrlcally presented 

In Section I, Volume II of this report, have been summarized and condensed in 

Table 1. This table presents three groups of data for each of the space maneuvers 

considered, (l) basic mission requirements, (2) representative system character- 

istics, and (3) requirements peculiar to liquid-propellant systems. The maneu- 

vers listed include all operations considered in Section II of Volume II, except 

the effects of solar-radiation pressure and of solar and lunar gravities. Such 

effects are extremely small and can be most efficiently counteracted by use of 

the vehicle's conventional attitude-control system. Atmospheric drag, while 

requiring somewhat greater corrective measures, cannot be generalized beyond the 

indicated limits. 
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1.  Basic Mission Requirements 

The basic propulsion requirements for each maneuver, as 

established by mission analysis, are indicated by the following characteristics: 

a. Range of ideal velocity-increment requirements 

b. Range of desirable initial-thrust-to-mass ratios 

c. Total-impulse accuracy 

d. Required thrust variability 

e. Restart requirements 

f. Thrust-vector control requirements 

g. Storability requirements. 

The range of ideal velocity increments for each maneuver, 

typically, is quite broad, since it Includes the requirements for all probable 

variations of the maneuver under consideration. The ideal AV requirements, 

typically, are related to the characteristics of a specific maneuver in a 

straightforward manner. 

The thrust (and acceleration) requirements for the various 

operations are indicated as a range of "desirable" F/m values, where P is the 

nominal thrust, and m is the Initial gross mass of the vehicle. The indicated 

F/mo ranges are based on requirements and limitations (sometimes qualitative) 

that could be established through mission analysis, including such considera- 

tions as gravity loss, final acceleration, guidance characteristics, maneuver 

accuracy, and engine weight. 

The requirements on delivered total-impulse accuracy that 

are expected for the various maneuvers have been Indicated in two forms, (a) 

the allowable total-impulse error per unit-mass at cutoff, Äl./m^, and (b) a 
t f 

typical percentage of total-impulse error, &Jlt'   Although the typical 

percentage of Impulse error is a representative characteristic for many maneuvers, 

the impulse error per unit-mass is the primary and definitive requirement, from 

the propulsion system standpoint. 

When control of thrust level (or total impulse per unit-time 

for pulsing systems) is necessary, due to the basic characteristics of a maneuver. 
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IV Mission/System Classification, A (cont.) 

It has been indicated as a ratio of thrust levels under the heading "Required 

Thrust Variability". The basic requirement for thrust variability arises during 

operations that specify exact position and velocity conditions, to be achieved 

simultaneously. For example, rendezvous and landing maneuvers Inherently require 

thrust variability, while takeoffs do not. Secondary requirements, such as 

thrust reduction at cutoff for impulse accuracy, or staging to limit maximum 

accelerations, may be necessary for certain systems; however, these are not 

basic mission-related variability requirements and are therefore excluded from 

this column. 

The requirements for restart capability, thrust-vector 

control, and system storabillty are indicated directly in the next three columns 

of the table. The necessity for thrust-vector control by the propulsion system 

itself (through engine gimbaling, vernier engines, etc.) may often be eliminated 

T     by use of the vehicle's conventional attitude-control system, when acceleration 

levels are low. 

2.  Representative System Characteristics 

A set of representative systcan characteristics for the various 

space maneuvers form the next major section of Table 1. The representative 

systems are defined by values of Initial vehicle mass, thrust level, total 

Impulse, and the resulting payload for the maneuver of Interest. Two distinct 

systems are presented for each maneuver, characterized by (a) a relatively large 

payload (either manned or unmanned), and (b) a small payload (unmanned). 

The initial vehicle-mass values were generally selected to 

be roughly consistent with the payload capabilities of either the SATORN, NOVA, 

or CENTAUR launch vehicles. The reference vehicle for each specific case is 

Indicated by the initial-mass superscript and the associated footnote. For 

manned, planetary missions it was necessary to go beyond the payload capabilities 

of these boosters in order to achieve adequate space-vehicle sizes. For these 

cases, the use of orbital-launching techniques, or the future Increase of booster 

capability is assumed. While there is some continuity in relative sizes carried 

through the various maneuvers Involved in probable overall missions, no attempt 
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IV Mission/system Classification, A (cont.) 

was made to make this rigorous; each initial mass should be considered 

individually, as representative of either launch capability or mission 

necessity. It must be re-emphasized that the selected vehicle sizes were in- 

tended only to establish representative values of thrust and total Impulse for 

applicable space-propulsion systems; they are not Intended as accurate indica- 

tions of the capabilities of the referenced launch vehicles for the maneuver 

under consideration. 

5.   Llquid-Propellant System Requirements 

Hie final two columns of the table are related basically to 

liquid-propellant propulsion systems. Since these systems have a cutoff-Impulse 

Inaccuracy which is in effect an error in cutoff time, the fractional total- 

impulse inaccuracy can be reduced by decreasing the thrust-to-mass ratio at 

cutoff. 

The first column of the final section indicates the maximum 

thrust-to-raass ratio at cutoff for which liquid-propellant systems can achieve 

the required total-impulse accuracy. These values are based on the allowable 

AE./m. indicated in a previous column, ccmbined with the cutoff-impulse accuracy 

characteristics for liquid systems as discussed in Section III of Volume II. If 

the thrust level at cutoff is expected to exceed this ciaximum value, then the 

need for thrust reduction or vernier cutoff for liquid-propellant systems is 

indicated by the last column of the table. 

B.   SUMMARY OP SYSTB1 CONCEPTS 

The many and varied propulsion systems described in Section III, 

Volume II of this report are listed in Table 2, together with their characteris- 

tics and limitations. Bie system characteristics have been grouped in two 

general areas, (l) system performance characteristics, and (2) control and 

operational considerations. 

The representative liquid, solid, and hybrid chemical; nuclear- 

heat-transfer; and electrical-propulsion systems have been tabulated in the first 

column. Not every conceivable subsystem combination is included, inasmuch as 

many would represent only minor variations, essentially unevaluated concepts, or 
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detailed cemponent alternativest Conversely, evaluation of the capabilities of 

seme of these subsystems was necessary to establish the performance of the major 

systems In the areas indicated in subsequent columns of the table« 

1.  System Perfoimance Characteristics 

System performance for the propulsion systems under considera- 

tion has been represented by two basic parameters, specific impulse and system- 

propellant fraction. The specific-impulse column of the chart is intended to 

show present (or near-future) achievable performance, and the currently foreseen 

limits. While it may be acknowledged that future development and evaluation 

will prove many of these upper performance-limit values to be practically unat- 

talnable, it should also be recognized that even better combinations may emerge 

from future research. The utility of the specific-impulse figures then resides 

in the general picture they present, indicating where the principal propulsion 

syshems fit into the overall performance spectrum. 

The next five columns show approximate propulsion-system 

propellant fraction, m /m , for several values of thrust level and total impulse. 

These data have been abstracted either from rough design studies conducted on 

this program or from literature values. In general, the numbers represent seme 

advancement from present practice, e.g., use of titanium propellant tanks, and 

may be several percent higher than for current designs. This is particularly true 

for maximum values which are intended to reflect considerable future state-of-the- 

art improvement. In seme cases, as for pressure-fed bipropellants and hybrids, 

insufficient information was found on which to base even hypothetical extrapola- 

tions into the future. In addition, the attainment of such "ultimate" figures, 

which are predicated upon sophisticated materials and fabrication techniques 

with minimum safety factors, will be significantly influenced by the type of 

mission (manned or unmanned), reliability considerations, and the availability 

of large booster systems. It is apparent that most chemical systems, when 

considered in their most applicable size range, eventually will not differ sub- 

stantially in propellant fraction. IThere such differences exist between any of 

the propulsion systems listed, other factors, such as specific Impulse, may be 

of greater importance in selection. 
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IV Mission/System Classification, B (cont.) 

2.  Control and Operational Considerations 

Die first column in this area indicates an attempt to 

correlate cutoff inaccuracy to thrust level; the resulting equations and obser- 

vations are presented. Ttda is a characteristic that requires further study, 

since It is so intimately related to mission-error analysis, and seme Phase II 

effort in this study will be devoted to a more thorough assessment of available 

operational data. 

The next nine columns of the table represent system attributes 

that either cannot be expressed numerically or for which definitive data have 

not yet been obtained. A three-grade rating system vas used to evaluate these 

parameters. Despite the inherent subjectiveness and possible personal bias 

Inherent in such an approach, it does indicate areas of excellence, difficulty, 

and ignorance. Considerable opportunity exists in these areas for revising 

present performance estimates, through system development and a better defini- 

tion of the space environment. Yet these parameters very frequently guide 

system selection. While a portion of the Phase II study work will be allocated 

to additional evaluation of such system characteristics, it remains primarily an 

area dependent on the pace of future engineering developments. 

It should be recognized that Table 2 represents a condensa- 

tion and at times an over-simplification of many factors, and should be used in 

conjunction with the more detailed treatment in Section III, of Volume II. Such 

a compilation indicates the diverse propulsion systems and their performance 

parameters included in the study, and permits initial system classifications 

considering the established mission requirements. 

C   CATEGORIZATION OF PROPULSION REQUIREMENTS 

To conclude the results of the Phase I study effort, an attempt 

has been made to categorize the diverse space-propulsion requirements into a 

compact group of desirable propulsion-system capabilities. Table 3 indicates 

the propulsion requirements for the representative system characteristics (see 

Table 1), In an abbreviated form. A series of four propulsion-capability clas- 

sifications are then presented. These are found to satisfy. In general, the 
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majority of the representative space-propilsioo retirements. Ibe capability 

classifications suggest an associated set of fairly distinct propulsion-system 

types* 

1. Abbreviated apace-Rropulaion Requirements 

Ihe representative propulsion requirements for the maneuvers 

under consideration are indicated In the first four columns of Table 3* Although 

considerable detail has been omitted relative to the previous tabulation, these 

abbreviated requirements are adequate for purposes of this section. 

2. Propulslon-CapablUty Classifications 

The four propulsion-capability groups which have been develop- 

ed to satisfy the majority of the tabulated requirements are indicated on the 

right of the chart. They Include: 

a. Class I: Systems In the range of 100 to 1000 Ibf 

nominal thrust providing 0.01 to 0.20 x 10 Ibf-sec total Impulse. The classi- 

fication does not require thrust-vector control, but must he capable of multiple 

restarts and provide accurate total-impulse control with variable impulse per 

unit-time desirable. 

This classification suggests a pulse rocket, possibly 

operating on storable propellants, with a radiation-cooled chamber. 

b. Class II: Propulsion systems with nominal thrust In 

the 2000 to 20,000 Ibf range and 0.20 to 2.0 x 10 Ibf-sec total-impulse capa- 

bility. Multiple restarts and thrust-vector control are necessary, but no 

thrust variability and only normal total-impulse accuracy is necessary. 

This category suggests conventional storable, or high- 

performance engines, with regeneratlvely-cooled or ablative chambers. Several 

engines are currently available, or. are being developed, with satisfactory capa- 

bilities in this requirement classification. 

c. Class III: Systems with nominal thrust In the 20,000 

to 100,000 Ibf range, capable of approximately 10:1 thrust variability. Total- 

Impulse requirements range from 2.0 to 20 x 10 Ibf-sec; multiple restart 
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capability and thrust-vector control is required. Accurate total-impulse control 

will be available through thrust reduction before cutoff. 

übe thrust variability requirement implies the use of 

film, transpiration, and/or radiation-cooling techniques; or the use of ablative 

chambers, if burning times are not excessive. 

d.  Class IV: Nominal thrust on the order of 1 to 6 x 10 

Ibf, with total-impulse capability in the range from 100 to 1000 x 10 Ibf-sec, 

Normal total-impulse accuracy is adequate, and no thrust variability or thrust- 

vector control is suggested, since the use of small, highly-controllable 

auxiliary engines seems desirable for most missions. However, the system should 

incorporate multiple restart capability. Ihis classification suggests a large, 

high-performance, propulsion system of otherwise conventional design. 

5.  Applicability of Requirement Classifications 

The coverage of the representative space-propulsion require- 

ments which is provided by the four capability classifications Is indicated by 

the Intermediate column of the table. It may be noted that the majority of the 

requirements have been included, indicating that the four propulsion-capability 

classifications are fairly indicative of the entire spectrum of space-propulsion 

requirements which have been considered. 
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Report No. 2150 

V.   OBJHCTIVES AND APPROACH 

Study efforts during Phase II were directed toward the optimization and 

conceptual design of the most promising propulsion systems for specific space 

missions.  These Include: (l) manned clrcumlunar missions, (2) manned lunar 

orbiting and return mission, (3) manned lunar landing and return mission, and 

(k)  unmanned 2h-hovr satellite mission. 

The specification of detailed propulsion requirements and propulsion 

criteria for these space missions was largely extracted from the results of 

Phase I (Vol. Il), with extensions including (a) selecting and verifying the 

appropriate three-dimensional nominal trajectories for each lunar mission, (b) 

verifying the propulsion requirements for trajectory corrections, and (c) further 

analysis of requirements and criteria for the specific maneuvers at the moon 

and in a 2^-hr earth orbit. 

The qualitative selection of applicable propulsion systems to meet the 

propulsion requirements for the space missions in question entailed the estab- 

lishment of basic alternate propulsion-system integration concepts for the over- 

all space mission under consideration. This was necessary because of the vari- 

ations that exist in such primary parameters as total impulse, thrust level, 

and initial mass, between the Individual maneuvers and the probable combination 

of these requirements in the overall mission. The Integrated concepts resulted 

from appropriate combinations of the requirements for the individual maneuvers 

comprising the mission within the objectives of the overall mission. 

Based on the comparative performance and evaluation data, specific systems 

were selected which appear superior for the several miselons. These systems 

Incorporate the best combination of overall performance capability with minimum 

compromise of system reliability, ease of development, operational characteristics 

and flexibility. Injected spacecraft weights consistent with the capabilities 

of the Nova, Saturn C-2, Saturn C-2, and Centaur launch vehicles were selected 

as representative for the various missions* 
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A.   EUNAR MISSION 

1. Propulsion Req.ulrenent« and Criteria 

In specifying propulsion requirements and criteria for the 

lunar missions, the following maneuvers vere considered: abort at Injection; 

trajectory corrections for the outbound, clrcumlunar, and return phases; orbiting 

maneuvers at the moon; perigee variation for the lunar orbit; lunar landings 

from orbit; return launch from lunar orbit; and return launch from the lunar 

surface. The ccmbinatlon of these maneuvers provides the basis for all space- 

propulsion requirements derived, Including the following parameters, each inde- 

pendent of the total vehicle mass: ideal velocity increment, thrust-to-mass 

ratio, Impulse accuracy, restarts, thrust variability, and thrust vector control. 

2. Applicable Systems 

The selection of propulsion systems to best meet the mission 

requirements was based on consideration of quantitative weight and dimensional 

criteria, modified by qualitative system attributes and limitations. Propulsion 

systems were divided into five areas to facilitate the analysis: propellents, 

tankage, structure, thrust chamber assembly, and pressurlzatlon system. Within 

each of the five areas, operating conditions vere chosen, and subsystem weights 

computed on the basis of fabrication experience, empirical correlations, or 

analytical equations. 

Propellents: Liquid propellent systems were considered 
primarily for the lunar mission, although solids vere 
compared for specific purposes, e.g., the abort function. 
Among the cryogenics, the liquid oxygen/liquid hydrogen 
combination was selected as the most representative of 
this class. The nitrogen tetroxlde/Aerozine-50 combina- 
tion was selected as a representative and desirable 
storable-propellant system. 

Tankage Weight: All tankage was Initially assumed to be 
spherical, although, In the final evaluation, cylindri- 
cal or ellipsoidal tankage was examined for the selected 
system where it appeared to be more appropriate. 

Engine Weights: With regard to engine weights, three 
basic types of thrust chambers were considered, differen- 
tiated by the method of cooling: radiation, ablative, 
and regenerative. In addition, the ablative and regener- 
ative engine could be either punp- or pressure-fed 
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V Objectives and Approach, A (cont.) Report No. 2150 

systems, resulting In the weight difference attributed 
to the turbopuop assembly. The effect of glmballed 
thrust-vector control capability on engine weight vas 
also Included. 

Pressurization System Weights: An extensive analysis 
of the many possible pressurization systems was not 
warranted by the scope of this study. Two basic pressuri- 
zation systems were considered, which are typical for 
cryogenic and storable systems. 

Total Propulsion-System Weights: The data generated with 
regard to the above mentioned subsystem «eights were 
utilized in establishing the total propulsion-system 
weights for various systems and parameter ranges. An 
additional allowance of ^ of the propellent weight was 
made for structure in the initial propulsion systems 
comparisons. This estimate was subsequently improved 
by structural weight analyses for the selected configura- 
tions. 

B.   24-HR SATELLITS MISSION 

Throughout the analysis of the 24-hr satellite mission, the satellite 

was asamsed to be an active communications relay with density, configuration 

position and attitude tolerances typical to this type of satellite. The analysis 

was divided into two basic parts. First, the propulsion requirements were estab- 

lished and secondly, the competitive systems for each of the payload weights 

vere compared to determine the best system for each payload. 

Propulsion requirements were determined for the three basic functions 

necessary for 24-hr satellite operations: correction, station keeping and 

attitude control. 

I 
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A.   MANNED CIRCUMLUNAR MISSIONS 
f 

The analyses of manned clrcumlunar missions were based on a spacecraft 

veight of 150,000 lb or less, with a minimum return capsule weight of 12,500 lb. 

To cover this wide range of payload weights with seme realism, a series of planned 

launch vehicles were considered, including the Nova, the Saturn C-3 and the 

Saturn 0-2.* The configuration of the Apollo spacecraft was utilized as a typical 

lunar-mission capsule. 

1«  Mission Requirements 

a. Trajectory Analysis 

The propulsion requirements and criteria for the manned 

clrcumlunar mission were established on the basis of a selected nominal trajectory. 

A trajectory analysis included (1) a translunar outbound trajectory, which carries 

the vehicle to the vicinity of the moon; (2) a hyperbolic retrograde encounter 

with the moon, which curves the trajectory back toward the earth; and (3) the 

trans-earth trajectory from the vicinity of the moon to the re-entry point near 

the earth's surface. 

A computer study of three-dimensional ballistic trajectories 

for the lunar missions was also undertaken to verify trajectory characteristics 

and requirements established by two-dimensional computer work and closed-form 

analytical calculations. From a series of approximately 100 trajectory runs, 

a sample circum-lunar trajectory was selected for verification of the propulsion 

requirements previously derived on an analytical basis. 

b. Propulsion Requirements for Maneuvers 

übe parametric propulsion requirements were detemined 

for maneuvers including (1) abort-at-injection capability, and (2) trajectory 

corrections on both the outbound and return portion» of the mission. 

References 10 and 11, Vol. Ill 
Reference 12, Vol. Ill 
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(1) Abort-at-lnjection 

Concerning the abort-at-injection maneuver, it was 

determined that ho restart or thrust variability is required for the abort oper- 

ation; however, thrust-vector control must be provided to maintain stability 

and orientation. Total-impulse accuracy Is not critical for the abort operation. 

(2) Trajectory Corrections 

The circumlunar mission was considered to include 

the following individual maneuvers: (l) a midcourse outbound trajectory correction; 

(2) a terminal outbound trajectory correction; (3) first return-trajectory 

correction for time of flight and perigee errors, and (k)  the final return-perigee 

correction. 

The velocity requirements for trajectory correction 

vere first evaluated by the analytical study, then verified by the computed sample 

three-dimensional trajectories. An outbound midcourse correction of 100 fps was 

indicated at approximately 50,000 miles from earth, with a total-impulse accuracy 

of 0.01 Ibf-sec/lbm. This corresponds to an error in Implementation of the corr- 

ective velocity increment of about 0.3 -fps.   An initial thrust-to-mass ratio 

F/m0 between 0.05 and 0.10 Ibf/lbm is suggested for the maneuver. The terminal 

outbound correction of 50 fps will occur at approximately 10,000 miles from the 

moon, again with a total accuracy of 0.01 Ibf-sec/lbm and a thrust-tc-mass ratio 

between 0.05 and 0.10 Ibf/lbm. 

The first return trajectory correction was postu- 

lated to occur at approximately 50,000 n.ml. from earth. A AV capability of 

500 fps is included for this maneuver. A thrust-to-mass ratio of 0.07 Ibf/lbm 

will result in burning time of about 200 to 250 seconds. Total-Impulse accuracy 

is set at 0.10 Ibf-sec/lhn resulting in a velocity error of about 3 fps. The 

final trajectory correction occurs at a point about 10,000 n.ml, from the earth, 

and is Intended to correct the perigee distance and flight path with sufficient 

accuracy for the atmospheric entry maneuver. A corrective velocity increment 
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of about 100 fps is indicated since the time-of-flight correction will result in 

some unavoidable perigee variation. A thrust-to-mass ratio in the range of 

0.05 to 0.10 Ibf/lbm is satisfactbry, and the impulse accuracy for the final 

correction should be on the order of 0.01 Ibf-sec/lbm. 

A minimum of four restarts will be required for 

the trajectory corrections. Thrust variability will not be necessary; however, 

thrust-vector control must be provided either by the propulsion system itself or 

by an attitude-control system, to maintain accurate thrust-vector control as 

well as vehicle orientation and stability. 

(3)  Summary of Specific Requirements 

The specific values for maneuver propulsion 

requirements associated with various launch-vehicle payload capabilities which 

were considered are presented in Table k.   ühese values are based on the 

requirements established for the separate individual maneuvers; they do not 

reflect desirable changes which result due to integration of the system to satisfy 

overall mission requirements. 

No extensive space storage will be required for 

the abort system since operation, if initiated, would begin at or shortly after 

injection. Since the abort maneuver could be carried out even after injection- 

etage burnout, the capability for a zero-g start must be included. 

The circumlunar trajectory correction system will 

be subjected to extensive storage durations in space. The final return correction 

will take place from 5 to 7 days after injection. Since the circumlunar trajectory 

consists entirely of a corrected ballistic trajectory, the four or more restarts 

must all be made under zero-g conditions. 

2.   Selected Concept and System Specification - 
Nova Circumlunar Mission 

The selection and integration of appropriate propulsion systems 

for each vehicle was achieved by (a) evaluating absolute maneuver requirements 

baaed on the general maneuver characteristics outlined in the preceding sections. 
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(b) consideration and selection of appropriate components and systems to satisfy 

these requirements, (c) integration and evaluation of complete configurations for 

tiie mission, and finally (d) specification of the recommended integrated systems 

for each mission/vehicle combination. 

a. Configuration and Mission S quence 

The overall configuration and conceptual design character- 

istics of the selected Nova circumlunar vehicle are illustrated in Figure 1. 

The tankage consists of two ILCV tanks and two Aerozlne-50 tanks; the four 

ablative thrust chambers are grouped near the center of the vehicle to reduce 

canting losses. The excess payload carried on the circumlunar mission over and 

above the maximum assumed capsule weight of 20,000 lb is carried between the 

propulsion system and the capsule, übe overall length, including payload, is 

about 20 ft; the diameter is maintained at the 15^-ln. manned-capsule diameter. 

The glmballed engines supply thrust-vector control; no provisions have been 

included for attitude control in the conceptual desiga analyses. . It is assumed 

thai: the zero-g prppellant expulsion would be carried out by the use of bladders 

In the etorable propellant tank. 

The mission sequence for the Nova circumlunar vehicle, 

Configuration 5-B^ can be described as follows: During the final burning of the 

launch-vehicle stage and through a period shortly after injection, abort capa- 

bility is assumed to be available through the use of solid-prppellant motors for 

abort of the manned capsule only, übe initial trajectory corrections are made 

on the outbound mission utilizing the four ablative thrust chambers. The engines 

are fully redundant, supplying very high reliability for the required correction 

maneuvers. After undergoing the hyperbolic encounter with the moon, the vehicle 

will require at least two trajectory corrections on the return flight. These 

corrections are also carried out with the four 2K ablative thrust chambers. 

b. tabular System Specification 

Tabular specification of the selected propulsion system 

characteristics are presented in Table 5* 
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The selected 5-B. configuration for the Nova circumlunar 

mission as specified in this table Is capable of meeting all the mission require- 

ments as established in Table k.   It is therefore recommended for further con- 

sideration as a desirable concept for trajectory-correction propulsion on circum- 

lunar missions in this payload class. 

5.   Selected Concept and System Specification- ? Saturn C-3 
Circumlunar Mission 

a. Configuration and Mission Sequence 

The configuration for the selected alternate 8-Ai; for 

the Saturn C-5 circumlunar mission is shown in Figure 2.   A single ILCV tank 

and a single Aerozine-50 tank are utilized, with two ablative chambers. The 

overall vehicle length is approximately 18 ft, and the vehicle diameter is main- 

tained equal to the l^-in. manned-capsule diameter. 

The mission sequence is identical to that previously 

described for the Nova circumlunar operation. 

b. Tabular System Specification 

The required specification of system parameters for the 

selected Saturn C-3 is presented in Table 5» Since no specific problems or 

deficiencies are evident, the vehicle is considered entirely capable of carrying 

out the circumlunar mission. The required total-impulse accuracy of hOO Ibf-sec 

is adequately provided by the selected system as Indicated on the specification 

table. 

h.      Propulsion System Selection and Integration - 
Saturn C-2 Circumlunar Miseion 

a.  Configuration and Mission Sequence 

übe configuration for the Saturn C-2 circumlunar vehicle, 

alternate 9-A,, is indicated in Figure 3* The general design concept is quite 

similar to that for the Saturn 0-3 system, except for reduction in size. A single 

N20r tank and a single Aerozine-50 tank are utilized in the configuration, with 

two IK ablative chambers. Two 2K engines with ablative chambers are mounted with 
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canting toward the e.g. of the vehicle; however, their small size permits spacing 

which avoids significant Impulse loss, übe single N-OL tank and the single 

Aerozlne-50 tank are located so that the e.g. location Is established and main- 

tained on the vehicle centerllne during prppellant expulsion. The overall space- 

craft length is 13-1/2 ft, Including payload, and the diameter Is maintained at 

15^ in., equivalent to the manned-capsule diameter. 

The mission sequence for the Saturn C-4 9-A, alternate 

is identical to that for the Saturn C-J Nova circumlunar operations. All 

corrections are made with the two IK engines operated either together or alone. 

No abort capability is provided. 

b.  Tabular System Specification 

The required detailed specification of the selected 

Saturn C-2 circumlunar vehicle, alternate 9-\>  is presented in Table 5« All 

pertinent mission requirements as established in Table k are satisfied by the 

reccomended configuration; the required cutoff accuracy of 150 Ibf-sec for the 

trajectory corrections is easily provided by the selected system. The inherent 

reliability factor indicates that the storable-propellant combination, pressurized 

feed system, and redundant engines again provide excellent reliability for the 

Saturn C-2 circumlunar mission. 

I 
I 
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B.   MANNED LUNAR ORBITING AND RETURN MISSIONS 

The manned lunar orbiting and return raission assigned for Phase II 

study considered spacecraft weights of 150,000 lb or less with a minimum capsule 

weight of 12,500 lb. The launch vehicles considered Included the Nova and 

Saturn C-5; which provide capabilities at either extreme of the range specified 

above. The configuration of the Apollo manned capsule was again utilized as a 

typical return and re-entry module. 

1.  Mission Requirements 

a. Trajectory Analysis 

The orbiting and return mission consists of (a) outbound 

trajectory corrections, (b) a lunar orbiting maneuver, (c) perilune variation, 

(d) return orbital launch, and (e) return trajectory corrections. The outbound 

trajectory corrections are Intended to provide the correct perilune distance 

for direct injection into the desired lunar orbit. As the vehicle nears 

perilune point of the approach trajectory, a velocity Increment is added in 

the retrograde direction for injection into a circular orbit. It is assumed 

that it vill be desirable to reduce the perilune altitude to approximately 

50 n.ml, for observation or experimental purposes. After the desired duration 

in lunar orbit has elapsed, the vehicle will be orbit-launched on the trans- 

earth trajectory, with injection initiated near the perilune point. Return 

trajectory corrections are then required to establish the correct perigee 

altitude for entering the re-entry corridor. 

Based on propulsion requirements for the lunar orbiting 

and return mission, established during the Phase I study and verified during 

the Phase II computer trajectory analysis, outbound and return trajectories of 

65 to T5 hours were selected. 

b. Propulsion Requirements for Maneuvers 

The maneuvers considered for the manned orbiting and 

return mission include (l) abort at injection; (2) outbound trajectory correc- 

tions; (3} lunar orbit maneuvers, including outbound orbit injection, perigee 

variation, and return orbital launch; and (4) return trajectory corrections. 
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(1) Abort at Injection 

For abort at injection, a minimum thrust-to-masa 

ratio of 1.3 Ibf/lbm la required to complete the abort maneuver, with a velocity 

increment of T000 ft/sec. Restart and thrust variability vlll not be required 

during abort, but thrust-vector control must be Included. Total-impulse 

accuracy will not be critical. 

(2) Outbound Trajectory Corrections 

The use of current booster-guidance capability 

with conventional radar tracking indicates that an outbound tnldcourse correction 

velocity Increment of about 100 fps would bring the perllune error to about 40 

n.ml. The correction should be made between 50,000 and 7S0OO miles from the 

earth, to provide adequate tracking time for trajectory selection without 

excessive Increase in the corrective velocity increment. 

With a vehicle-borne optical terminal-guidance 

system for lunar approach, the indicated terminal correction velocity of about 

20 to 25 fps should be made at a radius of approximately 10,000 n.ml. from 

the moon. This will ensure a perigee error of +5 n.ml. or less. 

A thrust-to-mass ratio in a range between 0.025 

and 0.25 Ibf/lbm is acceptable for the outbound lunar corrections. A total- 

impulse accuracy AI./m , of 0.01 would be adequate for the correction maneuvers. 

Thrust variability is not necessary, but thrust-vector control must be pro- 

vided, either by the attitude-control system of the vehicle or by giribalUng 

of the correction engines to ensure proper orientation of the corrective 

velocity vector and to maintain vehicle orientation and stability« 

(3) Outbound Orbit Injection 

An ideal velocity-Increment capability of 3500 

fps was specified for a flight duration of 73 hr to accomplish injection Into 

a 200 n.ml. lunar orbit; this requirement was verified by computer analysis. 

It was determined that Increase in AV due to finite burning times is quite 

small for this maneuver - on the order of 20 ft/sec or less for initial thrust- 

to-mass ratios greater than 0.10 Ibf/lbm. A total-impulse accuracy of about 
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0.20 lb-sec/lbm is indicated, resulting in perigee inaccuracy of t to 5 n.nii« 

A single start is required, and no thrust variability is necessary for the 

orbit Injection maneuver. 

(4) Perilune Variation 

A velocity increment of 250 fps was calculated 

for reduction of the perilune altitude to 50 n.mi. from the 200-n.mi. circular 

altitude, including some allovance for contlngencias. A total-impulse 

accuracy, Alt/Mf, of 0.10 will result in a perilune error on the order of 2 

or 3 n.mi. Thrust-to-mass ratios between 0.10 and 0.5 Ibf/lbm are indicated 

for this maneuver. If the cutoff accuracy is adequate, the maneuver can be 

completed with a single start and no thrust variability* 

(5) Return Orbital Launch 

A velocity-increment capability of 3200 fps was 

calculated for the return orbital launch on a 73-hr return trajectory. A 

return launch impulse accuracy of 0.10 Ibf-sec/lbm is suggested, resulting 

in a velocity error at injection on the trans-earth trajectory of approximately 

3 fps. The return orbital launch maneuver can be carried out with a single 

start and no thrust variability for the propulsion system. 

(6) Return Trajectory Corrections 

Two trajectory corrections are anticipated on the 

return flight for the orbiting and return mission. The first would occur at 

approximately 50,000 n.mi. fron the earth and would require a total corrective 

velocity increment of 150 fps. The final correction would occur at approximately 

10,000 n.mi. from the earth and would require a velocity increment of 50 fps. 

A total-impulse accuracy of 0.01 Ibf-sec/lbm is specified for the return 

corrections, resulting in a velocity error of O.J fps. Thrust-to-mass ratios 

between 0.02 and 0.50 are desirable for the correction maneuvers. Two to three 

starts will be required for return trajectory corrections. * Thrust variability 

is not required, but thrust-vector control nust be provided either by the 

attitude-control system or by gimballing the correction engine. 
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(7)  Summary of Specific Requirements 

The absolute values for maneuver propulsion 

requirements for this mission, based on the Nova and Saturn C-3 payload capa- 

bilities, are indicated in Table 6. These values again indicate the require- 

ments established for the individual maneuvers, with no system integration 

adjustments for completion of the overall mission. 

c.  Environmental Considerations 

The outbound trajectory for the orbiting and return 

mission will be of J or ^ days duration; 2 or 3 days are anticipated in the 

lunar orbit; and the return trajectory will also be of 2 or 3 days duration. 

Thus, the propulsion systems for outbound trajectory correction, outbound 

orbit Injection, end perilune variation will be subject to space storage for 

5 to ^ days. The return orbital launch system and return trajectory correction 

propulsion will be subjected to storage durations in the range flrom 5 to 10 

days. Since the orbiting and return mission consists entirely of ballistic 

orbital flight, each of the starts for the Individual maneuvers must be made 

under zero-g conditions. 

2.  Selected Concept and Systera Specification - Nova Orbiting 
and Return Mission 

a.  Configuration and Mission Sequence 

The general configuration of the selected Nova lunar 

orbiting and return system, alternate 3-C-, is presented in Figure 4, This 

configuration consists of a large, nearly spherical, hydrogen tank with four 

smaller oxygen tanks nested below. The high-thrust abort engine is centered 

at the rear of the vehicle, among the four tanks, with the two main engines 

arranged in a straight line, with some canting. The vehicle plus payload 

is approximately JU ft long, with the upper interface with the manned capsule 

154 in. in diameter, and the lower interface with the final launch - vehicle 

injection stage 220 in. in diameter. 

The mission sequence for the selected 3-C. alternate 

is as follows: 
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As velocity Is gained for injection into the 

translunar trajectory, the propulsion system Is pressurized to begin the abort 

maneuver, If necessary. If abort Is necessary, the vehicle is separated from 

the booster and re-oriented for the proper abort thrust-vector direction. The 

large abort engine is fired, with the two main 10K engines operating for thrust« 

vector control. 

If the abort maneuver Is not Initiated, the 

propulsion system is not utilized until the outbound trajectory corrections are 

required; at this time, a single 10K engine is used for carrying out the approp- 

riate correction maneuvers. The abort engine could be separated during the 

outbound flight if desired, with a small increase in return payload capability, 

upon arrival near the perilune point on the 

approach trajectory, the two 10K engines are fired for injection Into the 

lunar orbit. After the circular orbit has been established at the desired 

altitude, the two 10K engines will again be Ignited at the desired time for 

the perilune reduction maneuver. The return orbital launch Is also initiated 

with both of the 10K main propulsion units after the 2 to 4 days assumed to be 

spent in the lunar orbit, 

Betum trajectory corrections are carried out 

with a single 10K engine; the vehicle must be slightly canted during this 

maneuver with respect to the desired corrective velocity direction. After the 

final correction maneuver, and upon approach to the re-entry point, the propul- 

sion system is separated and the manned capsule undergoes re-entry, 

b.  Tabular System Specification 

A tabular specification of the characteristics of the 

selected propulsion system is presented In Table 5* The only shortcoming 01' 

the selected Nova orbit and return propulsion system lies in the total-Impulse 

accuracy for return corrections. The allowable impulse error defined by the 

summary of maneuver requirements in Table 6 Is 250 Ibf-sec for the return 

correction; the 30* cutoff accuracy of the selected system Is 420 Ibf-sec with 

a single engine operating. However, the required total-Impulse accuracy is 
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with a aö"-confidence-error interval for the selected system; alternately, the 

final trim on the return trajectory corrections could be provided by settling 

Jeto, or by Jets included in the attitude-control system. Since all other charac- 

teristics of the selected system satisfy the requirements established by the 

mission and by the assumed launch vehicle, the specification included in (Table 

5 defines the recomnended space-propulsion system for the Nova manned orbiting 

and return nission. 

5.  Selected Concept and System Specification - Saturn C-3 
Orbiting and Return MlsBion 

a.  Configuration and Mission Sequence 

The configuration of the selected 6-C. alternate for 

the Saturn C-5 orbiting and return mission is shown in Figure 5» The tankage 

consists of a single ellipsoidal hydrogen tank and four spherical oxygen tanks 

nested below it. Two 50K abort engines were utilized rather than a'60K engine 

as in the Nova configuration due to the fact that a 60K abort engine could not 

be placed in the center of the LOp/LBU tank cluster without interference with 

the 5K main engines. The overall length of the payload plus propulsion system 

is 2k ft. The interface with the manned capsule is at the 15^-ln. diameter; 

this diameter is maintained over the entire vehicle length. 

The sequence of operation for the selected 6-C. system 

on the Saturn C-J orbiting and return mission is quite similar to that previously 

discussed for the Nova orbiting mission. The system is pressurized during 

injection on the translunar trajectory to allow quick re-orientation and abort 

if required. After the period for injection abort-capability is passed, the 

abort engine could be separated if desirable, with a consequent Improvement in 

payload due to less inert weight being carried through the orbiting and return 

launch maneuvers at the moon. The trajectory corrections are made with a single 

5K engine, with adequate total-impulse accuracy. The total 10K thrust capa- 

bility of the mission propulsion engine is used for the injection into lunar 

orbit, perilune variation, and return orbital launch maneuver. 
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b.  Tabular System Specification 

Übe required tabular specification of tbe characteristics 

of the selected space propulsion system for the Saturn C-3 orbiting and return 

mission is presented in Table 3» 

The characteristics of the selected system adequately 

satisfy all mission requirements specified for the Saturn C-J orbiting and 

return mission in Table 6. 

C.   MAIWED LUNAR LANDING AND RETtM MISSION 

1.  Mission Requirements 

a.  Trajectory Analysis 

The manned lunar landing and return mission has been 

based on the concept of a landing from lunar orbit. Compared with a straight- 

in approach, the orbit landing procedure allows more precise determination of 

initial conditions for the final landing maneuvers, reconnaissance of the 

landing site before initiation of the landing, reduced accuracy requirements 

In certain parts of the landing guidance and control Systeme, and increased 

flexibility in selection of the landing area. The lunar landing and return 

mission based on the orbit landing approach includes the following maneuvers. 

(l)  Outbound trajectory corrections 

Lunar orbiting maneuver (2 

(3 

(5 

(6 

(7 

Perilune variation to the desired altitude for 
landing initiation 

A gravity turn continuous-thrust landing 
maneuver 

Hovering and transverse maneuvering at low altitude 
prior to touchdown 

Takeoff for a direct return to earth flight, 
after desired stay on tbe lunar surface 

Return trajectory corrections for trans-earth 
flight. 
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The outbound trajectory for the manned lunar landing 

and return mission will be identical to that for the lunar orbiting and return 

operation previously discussed. The perllune variation for the landing and 

return mission will require a decrease to about 10 n.ml. lunar altitude; this 

maneuver does not require a large velocity Increment, but It does require high 

total impulse accuracy. The actual lunar landing from orbit is Initiated near 

the perllune point; it is postulated to consist of a continuous-thrust 

ballistic-turn to the landing site. Although the maneuver can be completed 

with a nominally constant thrust, error effects will result in a requirement 

for some thrust level modulation. The effects of gravity loss, errors, and 

perilune altitude have been investigated by the use of a two-dimensional com- 

puter program for the lunar landing maneuver. 

The requirement for takeoff from the lunar surface for 

injection on the trans-earth trajectory was based on the results of the Phase I 

study. The return trajectory correction requirements were based on results of 

analytical work similar to the work carried out to determine requirements for 

the circumlunar trajectory, which established the requirements to achieve a 

desired perigee altitude and re-entry point on return to earth. The return 

trajectory correction requirements were found to be quite similar to those 

which were verified in three-dimensions for trans-earth trajectories on the 

circumlunar mission. 

b.  Propulsion Requirements for Maneuvers 

(1) Outbound Trajectory Correction and Orbit Injection 

The propulsion requirements for the outbound 

trajectory corrections and the outbound orbit injection maneuvers are identical 

to those for the manned orbiting and return mission, siace identical trajectories 

and lunar orbit altitude are postulated. 

(2) Perllune Variation 

The perllune variation maneuver consists of a 

reduction of perilune altitude to 10 n.ml. from the 200 n.ml. circular orbit. 

The ideal velocity increment for the perllune variation maneuver remains 
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approximately 250 fps including contingencies. The total-iinpulse accuracy for 

the maneuver AL/mf; must be he,ld to approximately 0.03 Ibf-sec/lbm to maintain 

I      a perilune altitude tolerance of about +1 n.mi. Values of F/m ranging from 

0.1 to 0.5 Ibf/lbm appear to be satisfactory for this maneuver. The maneuver 

will be carried out with a single start after 5 to 5 days space storage. Thrust- 

vector control must be provided; however, thrust variability is not required, 

T      provided that the Initial thrust-to-mass ratio, considered from a total impulse 

•      accuracy standpoint, is not excessively high. 

j (3)  Lunar Landing 

Nominal propulsion requirements for landing from 

I      orbit have been based on the results achieved in Phase I of the study. A 

gravity-turn landing from the orbital altitude of 10 n.mi. is postulated. The 

required ideal velocity increment capability of 6000 fps includes some allowance 

for contingencies. It was determined from a landing error analysis that a 

thrust variability of at least 1.2:1 will be necessary. The landing will require 

'.      a single start after 5 to 5 days of space storage. Ihrust-vector control will 

be necessary to maintain vehicle attitude and stability. 

(k)     Hovering and Transverse Maneuvering 

The hovering and transverse maneuvering requirement, 

during the final phase of the lunar landing, will require l600 tps of ideal 

velocity increment, assuming a J to 5 min hovering capability with about 2000 ft 

of transverse maneuvering range. A thrust variability of at least 1.5 to 1 will 

be required for this maneuver. A single start is anticipated after 3 to 5 days 

of in-flight storage in space. Thrust-vector control will be necessary to 

maintain vehicle orientation during the hovering and transverse maneuvering 

functions. 

(5)  Lunar Takeoff 

An Ideal velocity increment capability of 9000 fps 

has been specified for the lunar takeoff maneuver. Thrust level in the range 

of 0.8 Ibf/lbm Is expected to be near optimum. A total impulse accuracy of 

0.10 Ibf-sec will provide a burnout accuracy of +^5 f^s. Thrust variability 

is not required for the takeoff maneuver, although thrust-vector control through 
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engine gimballing will be necessary due to the relatively high thrust level 

involved. The takeoff maneuver will be completed with one start after 3 to 

5 days of in-flight space storage and 3 to 10 days of storage on the lunar 

surface. 

(6) Return Trajectory Corrections 

The return trajectory corrections on the lunar 

landing and return missions are similar in all respects to those required for 

the orbiting and return flight. A velocity increment capability of 200 fps is 

required with a thrust-to-mass ratio from 0.02 to 0,25 Ibf/lbm. No thrust 

variability is necessary, but thrust vector control must be provided either 

through the use of an available attitude control system or engine gimballing. 

The trajectory corrections will require 2 to J starts after 6 to 8 days of 

in-flight space storage and 3 to 10 days of storage on the lunar surface. 

(7) Summary of Specific Requirements 

Desirable specific values for maneuver propulsion 

requirements on the manned landing mission are presented in Table 7. The 

characteristics are again based on the Individual maneuver requirements, with 

no adjustment for sj'-stem integration based on the complete mission. 

c.  Environmental Considerations 

An indicated in the previous section, in-flight space 

storage durations for the various maneuver propulsion systems may range from 

3 to 8 days. Storage duration on the surface of the moon for the lunar 

takeoff and return trajectory correction systems will be from 5 to 10 days. 

All maneuvers will require zero-g start, except the lunar takeoff operation 

which will be initiated under one lunar gravity, 

2*  Selected Concept and Sjystem Specification - Nova Single-stage 

a.  Configuration and Mission Sequence 

The configuration for the selected Nova single-stage 

landing and return vehicle is presented in Figure 6. The basic configuration 

consists of a spherical liquid hydrogen tank with six cylindrical hydrogen and 
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oxygen tanks forming a ring at the rear of the vehicle• The engine projects 

down through the center of the ring of cylindrical tanks, with thrust structure 

carrying loads into the vehicle skin at about station hOO*   Two of the cylinders 

contain all of the outbound liquid oxygen requirement, and a large fraction 

of the outbound liquid hydrogen requirement. The 60fC, regeneratively-cooled 

main engine vlll just pass through the center of the ring formed by the tanks 

upon takeoff at the lunar surface. The "expended" tankage will form a 

support structure and launch pad after landing on the moon. The liquid oxygen 

for the return trip is contained in four spheres located above the spherical 

liquid hydrogen tank. The zero-g start requirement will be satisfied by the 

use of anall settling Jets or by the attitude control system to provide a small 

acceleration for locating the propellent. The vehicle has an overall length of 

UQ ft including the payload capsule, and the Interface diameter with the launch 

vehicle is 360 in. Interface with the capsule is again located at the 15^-in. 

diameter. 

The operational sequence for the single-stage Nova lunar 

landing and return vehicle is as follows: after injection on the translunar 

trajectory, abort capability is provided by the nominal total mission propulsion 

capability of about 20,000 ft/sec. The outbound trajectory corrections are 

made with the 60K engine throttled to its minimum thrust level of 10 K, 

upon nearing the perllune point of the approach 

trajectory, the vehicle is injected into lunar orbit using the full 60K 

nominal thrust level. The landing from orbit is initiated from the perllune 

point, the trajectory consisting of a gravity-turn powered deceleration that 

reaches zero velocity several hundred feet above the lunar surface. During the 

landing maneuver, the variable-thrust main engine will be under closed loop 

control, to provide closure on zero velocity and the desired hovering altitude. 

Upon reaching this altitude, the engine will be throttled to its minimum thrust 

level, and hovering can be sustained for 3 to 5 min with thrust levels in a 

range from 10 to 12 K. 

Upon completion of the desired lunar stay tine, the 

vehicle is launched from the lunar surface, using the empty tanks as a launching 

structure. The full 60K thrust level will be utilized at this point to minimize 
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gravity losses during the lunar takeoff. As the vehicle velocity nears the 

trans-earth injection velocity during lunar launch, the main engine will he 

throttled to its 10 K thrust level to achieve the required cutoff accuracy 

for the return flight. The return trajectory corrections for the Nova landing 

and return mission with a single stage vehicle will he made utilizing the 60K 

engine throttled to its minimum thrust level of 10K. Before arrival at the 

re-entry point near the earth, the payload capsule will he separated and will 

re-enter alone. 

b.  Tabular System Separation 

The required tabular specification for the selected 

single-stage Nova manned landing and return vehicle is presented in Table 8. 

The system meets all propulsion requirements indicated in Table 7 with the 

exception of the return trajectory correction cutoff accuracy of JOO lb-sec. 

This correction can be made at approximately the 2cr confidence level using 

the nain ensine throttled to its 10K thrust level, or it can be trimmed through 

the use of settling Jets or the attitude control system. Since the system 

meets all other maneuver requirements with high payload capability, it is 

recommended for further consideration for the manned lunar landing and return 

mission. 

J.  Selected Concept and System Specification - Nova Two-Sfcage 

In addition to the single-stage Nova manned landing and re- 

turn configuration, a two-stage Nova configuration was considered as well. 

a.  Configuration and Mission Sequence 

The configuration for the first stage which was selected 

for the two-stage Nova lunar landing and return mission is presented in Figure 

7. The general characteristics of this configuration include a large single 

liquid hydrogen tank with a short cylindrical section for better utilization 

of the vehicle envelope. Four cylindrical 10. tanks are nested beneath the 

hydrogen tank, with the 50K regeneratlvely-cooled, pump-fed main engine 

centered among them, and the four 3»5K ablation-cooled vernier engines between 

their bottom extremities. The overall stage length is approximately 35 ft 
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between separation planes. The nominal diameter of the stage is 220 in., vlth 

a tapered second stage Interface at 196 in. diameter. 

The selected L0./LH- second stage alternate, 2-A_10, 

is Illustrated in Figure 8. The pressurized tankage for this configuration 

also consists of a single, nearly-spherical, UL tank, with four cylindrical 

LOp tanks nested beneath it. The two fixed 25K ablative main engines protrude 

upward between the cylindrical tanks, and the two gimballed 2K engines are 

located below the cylindrical tanks with adequate room for giiribal operation. 

The second stage, alternate 2-A,0, is 35 ft long, measured from the top to the 

separation plane. This stage, with the first stage 2-A-,, results In a 

combined length, for the lunar landing and return stages, of approximately 70 

ft. 

The configuration of the storable second stage alternate, 

2-A-p, is illustrated in Figure 9» This configuration Includes an ellipsoidal 

oxidizer tank, with two near-spherical fuel tanks. The two 25K main engines 

are again projected beside the ^anks. The 2K vernier engines are located 

beneath the tanks and 90 out of the main engine plane. All engines are 

ablatively cooled and pressure fed. The stage length to the separation plane, 

including the payload, is approximately 28 ft. The overall length for the 

combined first and second stage is approximately 63 ft. The nominal stage 

diameter is maintained at 15^ in., except for the flared skirt which completes 

the Interface with the first stage alternate 2-Ap at a diameter of 198 in. 

The operational sequence for the two-stage lunar landing 

and return mission is described below. This sequence applies to two-stage 

vehicles made using either the Ißjw.. upper stage or the storable second-stage 

configuration. 

The abort maneuver capability for the two-stage Nova 

manned landing and return vehicle is provided by the 20,000 ft/sec of 

velocity capability which is necessary for the nominal mission. The outbound 

trajectory corrections are completed using 3«5K ablative verniers in the first 

stage. The outbound orbit injection maneuver is powered by the single 50K 

engine; the four ablative verniers providing thrust vector control. The 
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perilune variation, prior to the soft lunar landing, can be accomplished with 

the four 3*5K engines, or vlth two used alone, to provide the required total 

impulse accuracy of better than 3350 Ibf-sec. Landing from orbit is Initiated 

with the 50K main engine and the 3.5K verniers providing the required varia- 

bility to correct for initial perilune errors, and guidance and control 

variations. The gravity-turn landing maneuver is completed at an altitude 

of several hundred feet above the lunar surface, with effectively zero vertical 

and transverse velocities. At this point, the thrust level is reduced by 

cutting the main 50K engine. The four 3.5K variable-thrust verniers then 

provide control thrust, in the 10 to 15 K total range, to allow hovering and 

transverse maneuvering. 

For the lunar takeoff maneuver, the second-stage 

vehicle is launched directly by separation from the first stage* Since the two 

25K main engines may not be able to provide the necessary total impulse accuracy, 

for the lunar takeoff maneuver, this velocity can be trimmed by use of the 

2K ablative vernier chambers alone. The total impulse accuracy of a single 

2K engine will be adequate to complete the return trajectory corrections within 

the specified total impulse accuracy of 500 Ibf-sec. upon approaching the 

re-entry point, after the final re-entry trajectory correction has been made, 

the manned capsule separates and re-enters alone. 

b.  Tabular System Specification 

The tabular specification of the characteristics of 

the -selected propulsion systems for the two-stage manned lunar landing and 

return missions are presented in Table 8. Since each of the stages can 

adequately satisfy the appropriate requirements specified by the maneuver 

summary. Table 7, the selected systems are recommended, since they are 

entirely capable of carrying out the landing and return mission. 
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VII. UMMAMMED gJHHOm SATELLECE MISSION 

Bio analysis of the 2b-hour satellite mission was divided Into two basic 

parts» First; the propulsion requirements were established; second; the com- 

petitive systems were compared for three payloads and the best system for each 

payload was specified, 

A.   MISSICB REQUIRMENTS 

Propulsion requirements vere determined for three basic operations 

vhlch the satellite propulsion system will be required to perform. These 

operations are: (l) orbit correction for the elimination of injection errors 

and for the achievement of the desired longitudinal position, (2) station 

keeping, and (j) attitude control. Table 9 presents the summary of propulsion 

requirements for the 2'f-hour satellite, based on the propulsion requirements 

for these areas. 

1.  Correction of Injection Errors 

The propulsion requirements for correction of injection 

errors and for achievement of a desired longitudinal position are as follows: 

a. The velocity increment will vary between approximately 

100 ft/sec and kjO ft/sec. 

.   -k b. The minimum thrust-to-mass ratio will be about ^ x 10 

Ibf/lbm; this will Increase if maneuver times to achieve the correct longitude 

are required to be less than one month. Ihe maximum expected value can be as 

large as 0.2 Ibf/lbm. 

c. The total iqpulse-to-mass ratio will vary between 

2.0 Ibf-sec/lbm and 15 Ibf-sec/lbm. 

d. Accurate control of total impulse for each correction 

will be required, since any errors remaining after cut-off of the orbit correc- 

tion system will have to be corrected by the station-keeping system. 
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e. ühe system must have restart capabilities for correc- 

tion of the In-plane errors. 

f. Thrust modulation will not be required if variable 

burning times are employed. 

g. An attitude control system must be available for the 

correction maneuvers, to provide thrust vector control and to correct any 

thrust misalignment vhich may be present. 

h.  Ihe operational duration of the system used for orbit 

corrections will range from approximately one veek to about one month, 

2.   Station Keeping 

The propulsion requirements for performance of station keeping 

vere determined, and these may be sunmarized as follows: 

a. The velocity increment required will generally range 

from 15 ft/sec. to 70 ft/sec, for one year operation. An additional maximum 

increment of 8 ft/sec will be required for each additional year of operation. 

If angular position tolerances of less than ± 0,25° for a one-year life or 

t O.50 for a two-year life are required for the orbit plane inclination, there 

will be an additional requirement of approximately 26 ft/sec per year. There- 

fore, the total requirement could be as high as 95 ft/sec for a one-year life 

cr 130 ft/sec for a two-year satellite life. 

b. Thrust-to-mass rotation csa vary within a wide range, 

but for typical propulsion parameters will probably lie in the range from 

2 x 10 to 10"2 Ibf/lbm. 

c. The required total Impulse-to-mass ratio will be in the 

range between 0.3 and 3*0 Ibf-sec/lbm for a one-year life with an additional 

maximum requirement of 0.25 Ibf-sec/lbm for each additional year. If the out- 

of-plane correction is necessary, then an additional 1.0 Ibf-sec/lbm per year 

will be required, therefore, the maxlaua requirement for a two-year life is 

about 3*25 Ibf-sec/lbm. 
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d. If a convergent correction scheme is specified, the 

allowable tolerance must be greater than ±0.5 for out-of-plane motion and 

about ± 10 to i 20 for in-plane notion for a two-year life. 

e«  Maximum possible accuracy should be achieved in total 

Inpulee control since the total impulse requirement is a function of the 

propulsion system accuracy, 

f. Multiple restart capability will be arranged. 

g. Thrust modulation will not be required. 

h.  An attitude control system must be available for thrust 

vector control and for offsetting any thrust misalignment which may be 

present. 

1.  The operational duration of the station-keeping 

correction system will range from a minimum of two months to a maximum of 

about two years. 

3.  Attitude Control Requirements 

übe following table summarizes the total impulse and thrust 

requirements for the attitude control system. 

Total Impulse (2-Year life) a. 

Solar pressure 

Gravity gradient 

übrust Misalignment 

Meteorite Impact 

Initial Gates 

IMisturbed Limit Cycle 

Centaur 

300 

180 

1 

660 

1,141 

Total üapulse (ibf-sec) 
Satum C-2 

2,000 
mmm 

1,300 

15 

12.300 

15,615 

Saturn C-3 

3,000 

mmm 

6,300 

90 

25.000 

64,390 
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b. Thrust 

Ihrustdb) 
Centaur Saturn C-2 

10 ^ to 10 4 
Satum C-3 

Solar Pressure IG"5 to lO'3 5xlO'3 to 0.5 

Gravity gradient mmm mmm — 

Thrust Misalignment 10'3 to 0.1 5xlO"5 to 0.5 0.03 to 3.0 

Meteorite iipact mmm —. mmm 

Initial Ratea (Optimum 
Valves) 1.16 21.0 130.0 

Undisturbed Limit Cycle 0.015 0.53 2.0 

The additional requireinents of the attitude control system include: restarta- 

bllity, maximum total impulse accuracy, and an operational duration in the space 

environment of about tvo years, 

B.   SYSTEM SELECTION AND SPECIFICATION 

The various propulsion and control systems applicable to the 24-hour 

orbit satellite operation were reviewd. Some of the systems considered are: 

cold gas, moncpropellant and biprcpellant reaction-Jet systems, and special 

systems such as reaction wheels for attitude control and evaporation or sub- 

limation Jets. Subsystems such as tankage, positive expulsion methods, and 

attitude sensors were also reviewed. Based on the propulsion requirements 

sununarized in Table 9 the selected systems include cold gas, liquid biprcpellant 

and reaction-vheel systems. 

1.  Specification of the Integrated System - Centaur 

The selected propulsion system is a dual system utilizing 

NpOjVAerozine-JO as propellents for the combined orbit correction, station 

keeping operation with a total Impulse of about 5000 lb-sec, and reaction wheels 

for attitude control augmented by cold-gas Jets. The general configuration and 

arrangement of nozzles for this system is shown in Figure 10. 

The mode of operation will be to employ an optional thrust- 

pulsing system as follows: During the large Initial orbit corrections and the 

correction to achieve the desired longitude, the system will not operate 
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using the pulsing method, but will employ conventional, continuous thrust mon- 

itored by low-g accelerometers to provide accurate thrust tennlnatlon. For the 

station keeping operation, however, thrust pulsing vlll be used; i.e., the 

system vlll switch to pulsing operation, providing a variable number of speci- 

fied minimum-total-impulse pulses. With each correction, fewer pulses are 

required as finer accuracy is achieved, until in the final limit cycle, one or 

a very small number of pulses are required to reverse the drift of the satellite 

at each edge of the allowable error cone. 

A final system weight breakdown is given in Table 10 and a 

summary of the tabular propulsion system specifications is presented in Table 11, 

2.  Specifloatlons of the Integrated System- Saturn C-2 

The selected system utilizes ILO./Aerozlne-50 pressure-fed 

propellants for combined orbit correction, station keeping, and Jet augmentation 

of the reaction vheels used for attitude control. The system has a total Im- 

pulse of approximately 107,000 Ibf-sec. The mode of operation is essentially 

the same as the one described for the Centaur payload. Ihat is, en optional 

pulse system is specified - one in which conventional thrusting is employed 

during orbit correction and attitude control, and pulsing operation is used 

for station keeping to obtain increased accuracy. The selected system, as for 

the Centaur case, employs redundant engines for in-plane orbit correction, 

station keeping, and attitude control functions. The number and arrangement of 

the engines are the same as for the Centaur payload as shovn in Figure 10. 

5.  Specification of the Integrated System - Saturn C-? 

The mode of operation and system characteristics for the 

Saturn C-3 selected propulsion system are essentially th^ same as that for the 

Saturn C-2 selected system, except for size effects. The final system veight 

breakdown is presented in Table 10, and the complete system specification is 

summarized in Table 11. 
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TABLE 1 

SUMMAlYOr     IFACI-PROPULSION     RiqUIll 

B A s ' (: MISSlnwREgn^gHEHTS 

Hwwvtr 

ORBITAL CORRECTION 

1. Orbital Ptrcurbntions 

I, Atnoiphtrlc Drag 

b. Kirth Oblatcnaii Iffccti 

2. lecantrlclty Control 

I.    Orbital Plana Chang« 

k.    Orbital Altltudt Variation 

3. Orbital Epoch Change 

6. Corracclon of Injection Errora 

ORBITAL MNDEZVOUS 

1. Nonlnal Injection Errora 

2.    Dog-Leg Maneuver 
(coarae) 
(fin.) 

Range of 
Ideal ÄV 

Raqulreaanti 
tt/aec 

Rang« of 

Cutoff lapula« 

Accuraty 
Allowable 

Required 
Thrust 

Jfarlablllty 
Raitart 

Requirementa 

Thruat 
Vector 
Control 

StorablUty 
Requlrinenta 

5. Eaargancy R«nd«cvoua 

1OO-W00 

100-5000 

0.05-1.0 

0.05-1.0 

0.015 

0.02 

1.5 

2.5 

Hont 

None 

None 

Multiple 

Multiple 

None 

200-19,000 0.15-2.0 0.002 1.0 None None 

200-14,000 0.1-2.0 0.002 1.0 None 1-2 

100-20,000 0.1-2.0 0.002 0.5 Nont 1-2 

50-1000 (a») 0.01-0.5 0.001 0.05 None 1-2 

50-1000 0.01-1.5 .15-.5 
Co 

ten 
lOi, 

VtriibilUy 
max 

0-2 

500-10,000 
.01-1.5 .15-.5 sy 

to 
ECD 

lOv 
Viriabllity 1-2 

1000-25,000 .01-5.0 ■- .15-.5 sy Cem Variiblllty 1-2 

Ua« attitude control 1 day • wettki 

At higher acceleration Day« - month« 

At higher acceleration Hour« • nontha 

At higher accalerecion Hour« - month» 

At higher acceleration Hour« • month« 

At higher accaleraclon Hour« • month« 

Uia attitude control 1-5 daya 

Ua« attitude control 0-3 daya 

At higher acceleration 0-5 daya 

At higher acceleration 0-1 day 

LIXUJ 

H .,   Ibw       M , 
pi  « 

}6,ooo W.CKK 

56,000 lt0,00( 

56,000 1.0,000 

56,000 kC.OOO 

56.000 ItO.OOO 

5T,600 ito.ooo 

li2,000 15,000 

20,700 »5,000 

10,000 25,500 

\ 

C.    THAJICTOIK COUICTIONS 

1. Mldcouree Correctlone 

i.    Lunar Flighti 

b. Plenetery FUghte 
(Mire - VenueJ 

c. Plenetery Return Plighte 
(Here - Venue) 

2. Teralnel Correctlone 

e.    Luner FUghte 

b. Plenetery FUghte  (Here) 

c. Return FUghte; 

(1) Hoon 

(2) Here 

D.  omiTiHc Mmuvns 

1. Moon Orblte 

(1) Ho etrnoe Dec. 
Mere Orblte 

(2) Kith etaoi Dec. 

I.  UHDIKCS 

1. Luner Lendlnge 

e. Direct 

b. Fro« Orbit 

2. Mere Lending 

e.    Direct 

b.    Fro« Orbit 

F.    TAUOTFS 

1. Luner Tekeoffe 

e.    To Orbit 

b.    Direct to lerch 

2. Here Tekeoffe 

e.    To Orbit 

b.   Direct to lertti 

let Stege 
2nd Itege 

25-250 

50-1000 

15,000-17,000 

20,000-55,000 

.025-.25 .00) 

.025-.50 .005 

.025-.50 

.02 

.05 

25-500 .020-0.50 .005 .05 

100-1000 .020-1.0 .010 0.5 

50-500 .015-1.0 .020 .15-.50 

200-1500 .05-1,0 .01 .1-.25 

?000->90C 1.0 

^700-6000 1,0 

15,000-21,000 1.0-2.0 

11,000-15.000 2.0-i4,0 

uOOO-tyX) 

9000-11,000 

None 

None 

3 max Use attitude control 70 hour« max 

6 max U«e attitude concrol 230 day« max 

C max Ua« attitude control 3-3 year« aax 

2 max 

3 max 

3 max 

3 max 

2000-550'; 1.0-2.0 .002 .15-1.0 None None 

5000-20,000 1.0-5.0 .002 .■,-2.. None »one 
«1000 0.5-1.0 .JO' .3» None 5-10 

Uae attitude control    2-3 days i 

Use attitude control    230 day aax 
at higher accelerations 

1 day • 
At higher acceleration« several BO 

2-3 years t 
At higher acceleration« 

Yea 2-3 days max 

Ye« 230 day« max 
Use attitude control 2^0 day« max 

None Ye. 1-2 dey. 

1 Tea 1-2 deye 

0-1 Ve. 250 dey. 

1 »e. 250 dey. 

)•(    •<''|altU| aeee for MMunr roughly arpcoiiaale. aleeion beeed on gelurn. Hove, and 
CMtear iMek carakilltiee, reepactlnly. 

'laltlal aaae for aaaawar aaawaa vehicle ro<i|hly eiaed by S0,0OO-lb cepeule «eight returned to terth. 

"'laltut aaae tat aaaeiwat aaaaaae «aklcla roafkly elnd by 50,aoo-lk craft leaded on Her. froa p.tklnt orklt. 

96,500 100,00( 

' i5«loc' 5,ooo,( 

125,000 150,000 

9b,500 100,000 

2.97X106 5,000,0 

19,«o 20,000' 

1C0,000 150,000 

72,500 100,000' 

!.5«105 5,000,0( 
2.3xl0b 5,000,0( 

1*5,000 95,000 

It5,000        72,000 

900,000  5,000,00 

25,000  125,000' 

(2 
l.J-l.t .001 .15 None 1 Ye. Several weeke 21,200 w.ooo1 

iio.ooo'2 
1.0-1.5 .001 .50 »one »one Ye. Several weeke l',i0C 

O.7-I.0 .0005 .50 »one 1 Y.e Severel yeare uooo 25,ooo,5 

-- .0005 .50 »one »one Ye. Severe) yeare .. .. 
1.5-2.0 
1.0-2.0 -- - " - -• I.W,000 

IW.OOO 
1,000,00 
•.o,ooo( 
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TABLE 1 

SUMMARY OF  SPACE-PROrULStON  RBQUIRIMBNTS 

LISS1QW  RE^ilREMENTS RKPRESgNTATlVE  SYSTtM  CHARACTERISTICS 
LIQUID- PROPIILAHT 

SYSTEM  Rg9UlREMEHTi 

Riqulrtd 
Thruit Restart 

Requtrementi 

Thruit 
Vtccor 
Control 

StoriblUty 
Rtqulrtaentt Hpi'   ^ 

L«f|g Piyload (jUnngj or Umwmtd] SnaU Piyloid (Ut>mnn«d] 
M ,  Ibn F.   Ibf        V   IBf/"C   Hpl>  lba     *o'  ltw     Ff  Ibf    V  lbf/"C 

mximm Cutoff       V*^" 

Not!« Multiple 

None Multiple 

Sone None 

Hone None 

»one 1-2 

None 1-2 

None 1-2 

SylCcm VtrilblHty 
to 100 mix 

;-2 

Syttcn VarlibllUy 
to 1000 Hi« 

1-2 

Syitmi «rlibUIiy 
to 10O0 

1-2 

Use attitude control 1 d«y • weeki 

At higher acceleration Oaye - nonthi 

At higher acceleration Hour» - month« 

At higher acceleration Houra - month» 

Ac higher acceleration Houra - month« 

At higher acceleration Houra - nonthi 

Use attitude control 1-5 dayi 

Use attitude control 0-b  days 

AC higher acceleration 0-5 days 

At higher acceleration 0-1 day 

56,000 

56,000 

56,000 

^,000 

56.000 

57, MO 

kO, 1)00 (i) 

.o(1' 

20, TOO   k5,000 

lo(ooo  2i,;ooi 

(1) 

5000 

20,000 

20,000 

20,000 

20,000 

5000 

1.2.13° 

1.2X106 

l,2xl36 

1.2x13 

1.2x10° 

.62x10° 

15,500 7xlOJ 

70,000 5.1x10 

7100 aooou' 1000 .24x10 

7100 W" ItOOO .24x10 

7100 aooo") 4000 .24x10 

7100 .»oo'51 WOO .24x10 

7 lac *00(« 1*000 .24x10 

7500 *00(" 6000 .12x10 

7900 tisoo'5' 4250 .16x10 

5700 w* 25,500 1.5x10 

2000 1.650'" 14,000 IxlO6 

Not Restrictive 

Not Restrictive 

Not Rfitrie rive 

Not Rastrlctive 

Not Restrictive 

1.0 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

No 

None 

None 

' max Use attitude control 70 hours max 

: max Use attitude Control 250 days max 

Use attitude control 

Use attitude control 2-5 daya max 

Us« attitude control 250 day max 
at higher accelerations 

1 day - 
At higher acceleration*    several no 

At higher accelerations 
2-5 years max 

96,^00 

2. 3ryXlO'~ 

(2) 
100.000*' 5000 

.(M 

12;,ooo    150,000 (4) 

.jixir 

,000,0001   '     150,000        46x10' 

90,500 10G,000(2) 5000 .>1«1) 

2.97X101, 5,000,ooo'4' 150,000 9.5x1) 

19, «0 20,»'2' 1000 ^2,00; 

r»,joo i.o,ooo,4) 2t,000 5.0x1) 

2470 2500l;,' 125 '750 

9470 lo.ooo'" 500 .15x10 

2840 5000'" 150 45,600 

2470 
f 51 

2500     ' 125 7750 

9&J0 10,000''' 500 51,000 

4,0 500"l 25 1550 

2« ^,,(1) 150 9)oo 

.50 

1.0 

.75 

5.0 

No 

No 

None 
None 

Sone 

None 

Yee 2-5 day. ojx 

Yes 250 d.y» mix 
Vie ettttude control 250 day. max 

7<!,50G 

2,8x10^       ),000,000 (4) 
6,000,000    620x1)   - 
5,00'j.OOO    90 x 10 

5200 

2500 

10,000 
i«O0 

5.0 

8.0 
0.5 

cal caact) 

No 

No 

6:1 

6:1 

10:1 

10:1 

Yea 1-2 day. 4 5,000 95,OOo'^ 95,000 21x10° 

Vaa 1-2 day. 45,000 72,000'2' 72,000 llxl0J 

Yea 250 daya 900,000 !.000,0«;* 6,000,000 850x1) 

Yea 250 day. 25,000 125,00G'
5
' 500,000 28.10' 

o») 

1450 9000l'       19,000       2.2.10 

650 ?50o"'       14,000       .79.10 

»on. 1 Ye. Several Make 21,206 4O.0OO1" 40,000 5.t«l 

None Nona Ye. S.ver.l week. 1" ,600 40,0Oo'' 60,000 7.8.1 

None 1 te. Stvaral  ya.ra WJOO 25,000''' 57,5« 6.2x1 

»one »one Ye. J.vcral  year. .. .. .. 
■• -- -• -• 1.40,01)0 

IW.Mv 
l.'JOC.OQO1*) 

-.0,000"' 
2,^00,000 
irto.oOO 

220x1 
150x1 

1500 500o'1' 5000 
(1) .59.10° 950 5OO01'' 4500 

1600 10,000 15,000        2.4xl0' 

11,000 55,000 66,000 6.5x10, 
2000 11,000 22,000       2.6.10 

5.0 
6.0 

»a((TUl- 
calcaaa«) 

No 

»•(csUl- 
alw.) 

«lOHM) 

i, and 

ratomad to Mtth. 

I Kara Jro« par.lni ortll. 2 
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TABLE 2 

nopuiaioi   BiariN   CON?AI| 

T fropul.lon Sv.t«i 

LIQUID BiraonuAins 

StiTIII     F1EFOIKAICI     CHA»ACT«»I8tIC3 

Ilwo, VKUUH'1' 

'■P.lbt-Hc/lb. 

r Ijp for lljuld proptiluU if 

•Olid addltlTH UHd 

•p'-t 
7=1 

t . loo C - 100 

^A 
. 500 
; MO.000 

Klic, r 
aaasa 

Prtlent - liJO (LOj/LH, 

Mtur.    - Il75 (f2/H2)' 

1. hap-FliI Lou In g«i gtmntor 

«.    Ragtn«ritlvi (■oaw film-cooling) Lou in film cooling 

b,   AbUtlvt 

c.    lUillitlon 

d.    rili Son« I., I»" 
t.    Tttniplratlon Son. '.p 1°" 

2. Prtfiurfftd 

«.    Rtg«n«r«tlv« {fan« fllo-coollng] Loit in film cooling 

b.    Ablatlvi 

c.    Mdiaclon 

d.   ni« Soot 

I<n  loi. •.    Traniplratlon Son» 

.965 .65 

.66 

.58 

• 59 

.75 

.(« 

STOIABU BIFIOPILLAIITS 

Futur.    - 560-580 (trlproptllinti) 

1.    Punp-Fid Lot! In gai ganarator 

i. gtg«n*r«tlvt (IOIM flln-coollng) Lou In film cooling 

b. Ablativ« 

c. Udlatlon 

d. 

i. 

FU. 

Truiiplntlon 

Son* 

Son 
'ap l»" 

'.p l0" 

2.    FO murt-Fad 

a. IUg«nir«tlv;  [mum* film-cooling) Lou in film cooling 

b. Atlltlv« 

c. Udlatlm 

d. 

t. 

Fill 

Transpiration 

Soaa 

Sow 

I      loaa 
•P 

1. ">" 

.975 

.6k .90 

.65 .* 
90 

I 
I 

C.     STOIABU MDHOPtOPILUKTS 

1. Pump-Fad 

a. Ablatlvi 

b. tadlatlon 

2. Praaaura-Fad 

a. Ablativa 

b. tadlatlon 

II. PULSI IWIIII (Storabla Prop. Ailiaaad) 

III. SOLD nOFILLAKTS 

iV.    HYniD (Storabla Liquid Oaldllar) 

V.      niCLIAt-HIAT-nAUPni (H, Frop.ll.nt) 

A. ■lOI FUISUU, FIMF-FID 

1. UM nuuun 
1.    F<ap-Pad 

2.    Fraaaura-Fad 

tucnic 
A. ion 

t. oouon 
C. AK-JR 

Pra.ant - 269 (C«»«»-B) 

Futur.   - 5do 

Loai If und in gas g.n.i 

Fraaant - 510 

Futura -    36O->80 

>.96 

Fraaant - 290 (m^ClO^/Al.-CHj) 

Futura    . 550 (WjClO^/llAlH^-CiyiFj) 

Fraaant - 510 (K^/Al.-A^) 

580 (-HF./Ll.Llli) Futura 

HOC -  1200 

2000 -   100,000 

About aaaa aa Ion 

Up to 2000 

1000 - 20,000 

\ 

>.92 .88 

.SW .85 

.976 •957 (I -lo5) 

('), 

(2), 

|M«4 on y):l «Kpanilon ratio.   "Putur«" pttfonmcm valuct r«pr*t«nt  pra««ntly for«M«n  llaitlnj 
In mmj cmm», OM or maw of tt» propcllant conatltuMts havi only btM hjrpottMiUad, 

Rstl«t MMMt ao ■•ttUnf KctltrMlen.    All  liquid »yttma may ba tiprmt«d    to I by UM of an < 
Httllat rockat. 

iHlllary 

AU-naetrle 9r*tm 
ProptUnt PnetloM an Lav 

'Utin| prUurlly conaUara panatration ol  tanks. 

'AatuMa «atiafaetory lubricant avallabla. 

i-bi lapulta 
Bit Variation 
Bantaan Cyclaa 

Mot poialbla nov 
Ivantually .975 .001-.005 

Mov« 
B Civil 

plug 

.95 • .90 
for 

1^260,000 

Should b. 
SUllsr to 
Liquid  ffttm 

B Saaa 

.Ü7 

.77   (I. 

Do data. 
Probably Mir, 
Shutdowi poor 
but can ua« 
coolant for 
Varniar 

B Saa. 

B Smm 

11.» > lo6 
B Saa 

Should b. 
about tha i« 
a. liquid.. 

(5), 

(M      

'Burning tlMi for ataadyatat« cooling .yataw ara «•aantlally uallaltad; 
hour. ar. gmwr.Uy undaafrabl. du. to ayatam rallabillty coasidaratlona. 

i »»»•-< 

hOMV«,   firing i 

l Vol. I 



ABLE 2 

lirSTIH     COHPARISOB 

Thruit-Vector 
Zontrol 

Thruit-Uvel 
Control 

COHTROL     AHD     OPaBATIBQ     C 0B 3 I D I RAT I 0M8 

Storabillty 

Z*ro g 

Utact» (2) Htfotoid» (5) Envlronirwnt w Thruit 
LUltl ji) R—arki 

.(6) 
> 5:1 C>'- 

A (>15:l) 

A (>15:1) 

A (>5:1) 

A 

A 2:1 

B5:1C>5: 

A (>15:1) 

A (>15:1) 

A (   y.i) 

1 Hiy be United 

I Hay be  United 

A Hourt 
May b» ill* probln 
■t low Pc 

»1000    Ibt due to ilti 

Kinutt« 

Hour • 

A Hour« 

A Hour« Hay be problem 
In pore plugging 

A Hours 
May be "lie problem 
at low Pc 

=1000    Ibf due to ilsc 

Minute« 

Hour« 
A Hour« 
A Hour« Hay b« problem 

in port plugging 

A 2:1 
C>5:1 B 5:1 

A (.>15:1) 

A 015:1) 

A (^5:1) 

A 2:1 
C    5:1 

B 5:1 

A {>15:1) 

A (>15:l) 

A (»5:1) 

B Hay be   United 

2 Hay be  United 

Kay be «It« problem 
«t low Pc 

Hour» 

Minute« 
^■1000    lot due to «ice Hour« 

A Hour« 
A Hour« 

A 
May be «ist problem at 
low P 

Hour« 

Minute« 
Äiooo glbE due to «ite Hour« 

A Hour« 
A Hour« 

Hay be problem 
in pore plugging 

Hay be problem 
in port plugging 

A A  015:0 
A A (>^:l) 

A A (>15:1) 

A A (>15:1) 

ulie A A (>15:11 

Cycle« 

5 
MoveabU  nozile 

B fluid Injection 
plug nocslc 

Hay be accpnpliehed 
C by plug no«,  acoustic 

energy, cooled tube«, 
two different grains 

to 
ftrata 

B Sam a« fiotida A  100^ control with 
hypcrg,  propellent* 

min 
poor 

u>« 
B Smc a« solid« 

Many control probl. 
Hay be  Unit on 
variability 

B Sam as «olid« B 

B Sme as  sctids B 

B Hay be   limited 

B Hay be   limited 

A (Unle«« cryogenic 
propelUnts uasd} 

A May be radiation 
and vacuun 

A Good  If  hyperbolic      A Saae as solids 

LlnUed by time lag 
end phy«, prop, of 
reactor Mteritl 

B    Sam as  above 

B   3a«e u abore 

B Hay not be 
prob,   if well 
sea !»• ^ 

B Seat as «olid« 

May be «lie problem at 
low f 

^rlOOO    Ibf due to «lie 

Hay be alia problea 
at low Pc 

vJOOO    Ibf due to «lie 

1000    Ibf due to alte 

Minutes 

Hour« 

Minute« 

Hours 

Hour« 

Second«  (  100 
■ec without ooul« 
cooling) 

{LUlt my 

1000-10,000 

Day« 

Days 

Days 

, Itojr b« mty in 
$mli »lie« 

(6) 

«Liwited;  however,   firing durations of over several 
rations. 

Oood,  eujr 
B - Mr, a» dlfflcultj 
C - Poor,  difficult 

C If cryogenic 

C  If cryogenic 

Days 

Hours-Day« 

Days 

? 
Table 2 
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>v—STÄ 2lt 

iStD- 
TDTiO. mm PAILOLD 

128,650 It" 

2 - N2(^ TANKS 

Etohi 
DiaMttr Si in» 
ÜMbl» Propcllant UOOO Ihn 

2 « AER0ZINE-50 HKKS 
Eacht 

Dimeter $0 in. 
Usable Propellent 1900 Itai 

It - MLIK masts 
Eaeht 

2K Thrust, T7C 
Abletlre chamber 
Pressure fed, P   • 100 pile 

Selected Alternate 5-B., 

Nova Clrcumlunar Mission 

Vol. I Figure 1 
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TOTAL 
RETORN PAYLQAP 

3^,870 It« 

1 - AEROZIWE TWK 
Dlamttfr W In. 
usable Propellmt 1000 

2 -MAIN ENGINES 
iK Birust, wc 
Ablative chaaiber 
Pressure fed, Pc - 100 psl* 

1 • MgO^ TANK 

Blweter UfTn. 
usable Fropellimt 2120 

I 
I 
I 
1 Vol. I 

Selected Alternate 8-A., 

Saturn C-3 Circumlunar Mission 

Figure 2 
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mm PATLOM) 
13,31(0 Vbm 

1 - mozmrto TAW 
DlJMttr ZQ In, 
Dsabl« ProptUant 380 

t - MAIN PIQIKB 
U Ihrasi, WC 
Ablativ« chaater 
Preasura fad, P   ■ 100 pal« 

1 - N^ TAHI 
Blaaaiar % in. 
Uaabla Propallant 800 

Selected Alternate 9-A., 

Saturn C-2 Clrcumlunar Mission 

Vol. 1 Figure 3 
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HETUIW nsuaa 
20,000 Ita 

i -1«2 aw 
DlaMtor UK in. 
Lcifth 196 in, 
DiaUt ProptUmt 7300 Urn 

JimSCNH) PATUKJ} 
69,lii0 Ita 

li - LOj UND 
Eaohi       "" 

DlaHtcr 76 In. 
Uoblt PreptlUnt 9150 Ita 

2 - MUK moniB 
Each I 

10K Thrnit, TTC 
AblttlTt elaabcr 
Prtimir» fed, P • 100 ptla 

i - ABOM mom 
1UUI Arufi, ffind 
Ablativ« oluabtr 
Prttain f«dt Pe • 100 ptla 

- STA 1»07.6 

 i —STAli31.6 

Vol. I 

Selected Alternate J-C , 

Nova Lunar Orbiting and Return Mission 

Figure 4 
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RETORK PAIiaU) 

18,880 U» 

1 - IÄ2 WK 

urcmarin. miptoid 
Uaahle Propallant 2700 

1» - LOg TANKS 

Eaohs 
DlaMter 9i in. 
Usable Propallant jktt) 

2 • ABORT mrm 
Each) 

30K Thrust, Fixed 
Ablatlw chandler 
Pressure fed, Pe ■ 100 psia 

g - MAIN maim 
Eachi 

5JC Thrust, WC 
Ablative chamber 
Pressure fed, Pn - 100 psia 

Selected Alternate 6-C., 

Saturn C-3 Lunar Orbiting and Return Mission 

f 

Vol. I 
Figure 5 
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260 D- 

HIIOWI PATMU) 

19,lit0 UM 

li - LO^ liMKS 

ran  
VUMUT 66 ia. 

DMblt Ppoptllmt 5800 

1 - Ulj TüNX 

filaatUr TR in. 
Uatble Preptllut 10,900 

2 - L02 TAI-'KS 

DIaMttr 8I1 In. 
Ui«th   192 In. 
UiibU Prop«ll»iit 31»,850 

1« - Wj TAKKS 
Schi " 

DlMBtw 8li in. 
Ungth 192 in. 
UMbl» ProprtlMt 2110 

i - nuK aong 
4ök Watt, 6il VariabU, I?C 
il*(*n«r*tim ehaabtr 
Pu^i ftd, P   • 30O piU 

Selected Alternate 1-A 
12' 

Nova Lunar Landing and Return Mission 

Vol. I 
Figure 6 
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220 D_ 

ump nruia 
51,770 11» 

1 - Uij TIKK 

DiuwUr m In. 
Lmgth    ty} In, 

-STA 130     o.jbi, i>ro|)«ll»nt H.iO 

li - L02 TANKS 

DlmUr 81» In. 
Ltngth   109 in. 
Uaabl* FranUmt 

17,Sl0 Ua 

U - maau KHOIHSS 
Eaebi 

3K Thruit ?il Vtriabl*. TTC 
Ablativ« ohmber 
Prauur* M, Fe • liO pit« 

1 - MAIN B'OIIB 
5« Iknili, l&d 
RagtMrttiT» ehabtr 
Fuap fad, P0 • 300 pfia 

Selected Alternate 2-A.., 

Nova Lunar Landing and Return Mission, First Stage 

Vol. I Figure   7 
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196 0- 

mannaiQU 
17,790 u» 

1-1*2 am 
VBSSOe 19 is. 
LMfth lilt is. 
Onbl» PrapclUnt li.TOO 

li - LOj nuts 

ran  
MJMttr 9t in, 
Ungth 63 in. 
UMbl* Propdltnt $,870 

; ■ imm EHODIES 
ETO  

2K Ihflttt, TVC 
AbUtlT« chnbcr 
Prenurt fed, P   • 100 pdi 

Etohi 
2SK Thmt, FiJMd 
AbUtiTt ohabar 
PrMBurt f«d, P   • UO piU 

10 Selected Alternate 2-A 
Nova Lunar Landing and Return MissionJ Second Stage 

Vol. I Figure 8 
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RETDRK PAILQU) 

13^70 11» 

132 In.x $0 in.tllleM 
Dsiblt Propallant 23.360 

2 - AEROZIKE-SO TAKKS 

DlMtar 68 In. 
Ii«n|th 71 in. 
Usable ProptlUnt $320 

2 - maim, mma 
Etch: 

2K Throat, TTC 
AblatlTt ehaabar 
Praaaura fad, P   ■ 100 pala 

■ MAIN mim 
ii 
2$K Ihruat, Ftzad 
Ablativ* ehaabar 
Praaaura fad, P ■ 100 pala 

12 
Selected Alternate 2-A , 

Nova Lunar Landing and Return Mission, Second Stage 

1 
Vol. I Figure 9 
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h- PITCH Ans 

\ i 

I 
I EARTH 

TTPE B BLOCK 

ROLL AXIS 

TTPE P RLOCK 

VELOCITf VECTOR 

TYPE A BLOCK 

VAW AXIS 

1. Out-of-Plane Orbit Correction Rockets 
2. In-Plane Orbit Correction Rockets 

All Other Nozzles are for Attitude Control 

Rocket Noezle Orientation 

Vol. 1 Figure 10 
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